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The~e ia noway ~ co~ld have ~pen~ the money I
did if the~e were no patElntli!.

If you want e~amplea, I could give you a g~eat

many more about people I know.

l know now, for.e~ample, of a relative who
raises money. He is aninveElt~nt broker, He talked to
me yesterday, and. he tells. me he rai$edsOma tenEl of m:Ulions
of dollars for a new energy programpased on an inventiol'l'

I aElked, "Have you gone to ElIDA?"

He said, "No. We will not contact the government
unt:U we are fullY in buadneas because we cannot jeopardize
the patent pO$ition. We have vetybasic patentli!."

They have ml:\ny large and small companies
intereElted.

The baaic Patent iEl EltillnOti$sued, There are
several pending, but he w:Ul. not tOl)ch ERDA becal)se he i$
afraid to jeopardize the Patent positiol'l.

If I were in the same place, I. WOUld not touch
you with a ten-foot pOle.

I can tell you mOre a);loutmye~perienceEl with
ideas.

I worked for the goverJ;lment for over twenty
years. I was in industry for about; the same time. I
have 209 patents of which about half were done for my
employer$ and perhaPS half done for mYself.

I worked for the~ureau of Standards and was
very happy. I don't object to their patel'lt policy, But
as far as the utility to society goas, that is quite another
storY·

r iJ;lvented a type of cll)tch for which I received
a couple of medals and a raise !J;I salary -- ~ thiJ;lk $2~O a
year. It had manY beneficial effects. :l:t gave me theg:j.ory.
I needed as a youngman. It enabled me to speak in pub:j.ic
without completely going to pieces.

~ut the government made the .patents. free to
everybody e~cept for foreign rights, which thay left to
me.
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patents patented by foreiqnnationals in the U. S. for
c01lllllercial use.

They were valuable enough to justify patenting
in foreign cOlUltries, They were the pateI).ts that were
confiscated. Eventually, John Greep.i a friend of mine,
handled them • They· were licensed free to anyone in the
United S1;ates for a fee of $7. If you did!). 't pay the
$7, of course, no one would sue you for it. If you
wanted to build a Leica camera, you cou:J.d.

What happep.ed to those 15, OOO? They "di,ed em
the vip.e," all of them, because nobody is going to build
a r.eica CaI\lElra without; pr01;ecti,on. One was built here
i1lllllediate:J.Y, the Japanese made one ap.d SO did the Russians,
and everybodywen1;out of 1;hat business i,n a hurry. It
lasted about a year,
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You are not going to build a
other fellow can bui,ld the same camera.
explain to people Who haven't tried it.

camera when the
Thi,s i,s hard t;o

,)

~I

~ji

I.invep.ted the firs1;Il1agneticdiskfile, per
haps 1;he first in the world. The .government made it
availa,b:J.e to. everybody free, Nothing happened. I had
the rights outside .the [J.,S. At that time, the govern,..
men1; diCirl't botherw,1th foreigp. rights.

J;.patep.tel1 ltln 10 or.15 countries and sold
the world t'igl:l.ts for $15, 000, At that time that was a
lot of money, ~he company that bought the foreign t'ights
could p.oteJ[ploit 1;hemin the United S1;ates beCause here
,1t was l,1ke anyop.e else,

Sinqe it was a u. S, company, they promptly
forgot about it; and Ii years later, J;BM came out with
the,1r OWIlo disk file ap.d made quite a th,1ng out of it.

But again, the gQvernment WaS my employer at
this 1;ime, and the eJ[perience with the disk file didI).'t
bother me. But it lay unuaed for 6 years and in the form
ip. which I invep.ted it, which had the very large capacity,
in those daYS, of trillions of bits, it died.

I cou~d give other examples. The:quastion was
ra1aed by some Qfyou about the 26, 000 patents oWIloed by
the government; today. I think a few of thetn are mine.
Nobody wap.ts them because they are free.
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But the£ilct is that ina good court, about, ,half
are held valid and that is good because perhaps theywouldrl't
get into a court, if they weren't weak, or if some parties '
didn't ltnow something WilS oveilookedbythe I'a.telltO££iCle.
The Office is not, i,nfalli,ble. It' is lIIadE! l1pof hUllllill '
beings.

An inventiol1 is not a cut-and-d:ried thillg that
is eithe:r yes O:r no. Sometimes I know whell all invention
is clearly an invention, but having been in the business a
long time and having be~ll Chief of the Office of Invention
and Innovations of N13S for many years and having beel\ on
the National Inventors C011l1cil (an advisory group to the
Secretary of Commerce) fo:r IS years, I can tell you honestly
thilt I don't always know whilt, an invention is. very often
it is a matter of opinion, and a judge can very well dis
agree with 1t\E1l. The Patent OfficEloften disagrees with IllEl
and sometimes does not issue a patent on something 1;hat I
think is all invention.

The question is what do you have to do to m;ike
people invent these·reco:rd'players alld tape recorderS and
weaponry and whatevE!r? I heaJ:'dthe, testimony quotiM
Admiral Rickove:r. "

Admiral RickoveJ:' shou,ld be admired for what he
did in weapollry alld ato~c energy. You can't expand tl1is
philosophy to solar heating, for example. What is correct
for nuclear reactors which t;ike trillions of dollars to
put together, or for at~c weapons, or su,bmarines doesn't
llecessarily hold fo:r solar energy.

People t,alk'about the patents giving somebody
a monopoly forever. Tl1e patent life isU years and not
renewable,. It; is not' even t;hat long i,n practice. It
takes years to get, thE! inventi,on going, commercially.

My watch regulator took 9 years to sell. My
phonograph took 14 years befoJ:'e lillybody had even the
slightest interellt. "

When people talk about 17-year life, whilt they
are talking about I dOll't know. None .of my patentll gOt'
intobuilillellil that fast,. , InventOrll tell me that theyar~

happy to usefully get half the theoretical life of a patent.

For some curious rea$on, it is all right to
give the author of a book a 25-year exclusivity and anotheJ:'
25 after that just because he wantll it.' ,That is true of
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That doesn't mean we shouldn't do it. We should
because the government should be more far-seeing than pri
vate industry. The governInent can afford to do this sort
of thing. Industry wants to make profit now, certainly if
not now, next year. It cannot figure on 20 years from now.
The government should and does.

There are many interesting arguments about what
is happening't,o our patent system, I heard today some
comments about ~nding bills in Congress, They show the
fine nand of the Department of Justice whose people beHeve,
among other things, that patents are monopolies; monopolies
are bad and patents are therefore bad. This is nonsense.

I have talked to people from the Justice Depart
ment privately. I WOuld Hke to do it again. I don't say
they are evil men•. I just think they are misguided. If
tney are really serious about fighting monopolies, let
them fignt tne patent rignts or practices of the large
corpo7;ations. For example, they could propose that patents
to General Electric be treated differently as far as
Hcensing rights go than they are, say, to Joe Bl,ow.

One could maklil a good case that any company
tnat contributes more than 50 percent of an industry
should have mandatory license provisions thrown against
it. Tnis may require a Constitutional amendment -- I
don't lcnow ~ But attacking the whole patent' system because
somebodY' once perpetrated a fraud on the patent system in
1860 is nonsense.

They issue 60,000 patents a year. There are
close to 4 million already issued. There are almost no
cases -- Tnere was olllyone case where someone in the
Patent Office was dishonest, He was fired" or sent to
jail. .

I would Hke to lcnow what other agency in the
government of the U. S. or anywhere else, with so much
at stake, so Httle dishonesty has been shown. Yet the
Justice Department seems to think the Patent System favors
the large companies.

L~ok at the billa that have been introduced,
the original. McClellan bill, for example, Look at the
fact that any' time there was an attempt to clarify the
antitrust laws relative to the patent laws, we near a
tremendous hue and cry from the antitrust people.
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liked ~t. Xt rea;J.ly worked. But:l.t cost an extra buck
to make. That was enough not to sel;l. :l.t!

I do not queation the w:iadom of those com
panies • They know t;he:l.rbuain.eas and safll!1;y was n()t; a
co~sidlilration in. the '50s. Feeawould have ;just made it
public sooner. It ~s publ:l.c nOW. Nobody:l.s using :l.t now,
either. . '.

unles.a YOu get; some protec1:;ion to sell, you
won't sell an:l.nvention. The firatqllestion anindust:ry
asks.,1.ls, "Have you told about it to anypody else? Can we
get a lead time? can we get p:J;oteqtion?" If the answer
is 1l0, the¥ say, "Good-by, it was n:l.ce kIlowing you."

.iUlout mandato:ry liclilnsing, I WOUld l:I.ke to say
this: I ta:l.ked 1:;0 the Patent C01lDll;Lssioner of Israel. The¥ .
have mandato:J;y licensing fora ve:ry good 'reason. They don't
like to havlil an English compallY, for example, se:l.:l. patented
items in Isralill without; setting up a facto:ryin Isra.e:l..
The stuff was imported. Israel has a great shortage of
foreigl\ exchange. 130 1:;heyset up' a system ofqompll;J.so:ry
licensinc:;J I The English .oompany immediately l,1.qensed an
IS:J;ael COmpAAY.

Germany has a mandato:ry ;J.iqensin.g syst;em -- has
had it fO:J; a longtime. '.l'he:J;e ;l,sn'ta sin.gle case where
th:l.s was ever used. It really .does llot make seJ:!.se to
introduceit;:l.nto the U,S. because moSt larc:;Je qomp~;Les

make cross-;J.iq!ilnse deals with patents,

There is the business of large cO:J;Po:J;ations
holding mOllopo:l.y powers due to patents. I don't know of
any large cO:J;Porat~on that wverst;opped me from ma.king
anything. I infringed on IBMpat;ents and IBMnevlilr ca:l.led
me on the ca:J;Pet; they neve:J; bothered me. I don't know
anybody who is prevented from mak;LJ:!.g qomputera j)ecause
nlM or Control Data has patents. I kIlOW of no case where
a la:J;ge cO:J;PoratiOJ1 will IJtop you frommakin.g anythiJ:!.g.
I would l~Jte to know of such ,a case. .. ,

If you want to make an automobile, who :l.s c:;Joinc;r
to st;op you -- General Motors or Ford or Ch:rysler? ;r doubt
ve:ry mUch that you would have any problems ae all. ~ouwill

have a little problem rais:l.ng the few pill:l.On dollars neces
sa:ry. ~ou w:l.ll have a few other problems. But; pateJ:!.ts will
not be your problem.
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in the United Stateathat we are sup~rting the inventor
with grants. .

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you very much.

We will reconvene at 2 o'clock.

(WhereUPOn, at 1:10 p .•m., the hearing was
receased, to reconvene at 2 p.m" this same day.)
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approval, in which they are trying to acquire data and patent
rights to. background information for the government that would
affect a company's position in the marketplace.

As we read the proposed patent policy, it's our
interpretation that this acquiring of rights for the govern
ment would be very much insisted upon in the future.

Now, the fossil fuel situation is very different
from the atomic and nuclear situation. In general, the
government in atomic and nuclear technology, has really paid
the vast majority of the bill for technical development. That
may be true in fossil fuel of the future, but it certainly is
not really true at present.

There are a number of. large companies in the United
States who have conducted large-scale R and D in. fossil fuel
for many years and who have a proprietary position in that
field. These people are not particularly eager to do business
with the government in general, we find. It is rather diffi
cult to draw them in, or has been up to this point, rather
difficult to draw them into such government contracts just
because of questions such as background data rights or patent
rights. In general, they are worried about government pene
tration into their business.

And I think implementing a policy that will make it
more difficult to get the~e people into the field for the next
faw years is not in the national interest.

Now, we can go through the process of reinventing
the wheel; and, to a certain extent, that is what is happen
ing. The wheel is being reinvented by aerospace-type corpora
tions that have come into fields like fossil fuel and are used
to doing business with the government. As we look at the
spectrum of contracts in fossil fuel, you find s~~+isi~ly

absent those old line large industrial organizations that have
been working in the field for years.

This I think has resulted in some technical diffi
CUltieS in that field, because what we are doing is not taking
the best advantage of existing American technology. We have
made it.our business to attempt to get these experienced
people into Government funded R and D; and we are having some
success at it.

But if you implement the new policy in the fossil
fuel field, I think you are going to make it very difficult
for us. Most of these companies realize now that they cannot
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Do you feel that this attempt to draw the balance
varies too far over the side of discouraging participation, ,
and, if so, why?

DR. DICKS: Yes, I think I have gotten this, anyway.
This is not greatly different from the present regulation that
we attempt to negotiate.

I can give you the answer for that. That is that
this process of the Government demanding such rights is at
the discretion of the Government, actually. There doesn't
seem to be any legal protection or recourse that the contractor
might have in opposing this.

I realize, and I think many of us realize, that
most of this never comes to, light. One objection that I have
is in spending a tremendous amount of time in negotiating
something that is never implemented. I can't remember a case
where any of this was ever implemented. If it is not going to
be implemented, and I am not sure .'~l!!' Government has the
resources to implement it, it would seem desirous to shorten
the contract negotiation .pxoceas by notincludingthl!!m.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Do you not see any diffl!!rencl!!
between the former policy that was utilized in the fossil
energy area and this proposed clause which, as indicated, is
much more narrowly drawn?

DR. DICKS: I guess as it may appear on the surface
to be more narrowly drawn; that is not my personal interpreta
tion of it, or of the people that we have had review it.

We view it as resulting in something more exten
sive. We would also view it, since it appears in this new
document, as really a reiteration or emphasizing, or that you
are emphasizing that the Government intends to proceed in this
direction. (Forcibly acquire background patent rights from
industry. )

As I said, I don't recall a case where the Govern
ment has done this. But now it is prominent in this document
and this indicates that the Government does intend to imple
ment that policy.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Are there other members of the
panel? Dr. Fumich.

DR. FUMICR: I don't know. I am kind of concerned
and surprised by what you say, because, really, if anyone is
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DR. DICKS~ It may be. We have had indirect
communications, having just finished a negotiation of this
sort with this dOCUlllent in the background, and so, I don't
know, there may be a breakdown in conununications.

DR. FUMICH~ We are in that gap, that gray area.
I can understand your having some problems.

CHAIRII{AN JOHNSON~ All right, Mr. Denny.

MR. DENNY~ r assume 'from what you are saying
that you have been conducting fossil energy work under OCR.

DR. DICKS~ Yes.

MR. DENNY: Can you tell me how many, or what
clauses up until fairly recently have you been using, the
old OCR clauses?

DR. DICKS~ They are just the general provisions
clauses that I think everybody uses, those things. They were
OCR-Interior Department general provisions, and those were
different from Atomic Energy Conunission general provisions.

MR. DENNY~ Which have you been using, the OCR?

DR. DICKS: We have been using the OCR because we
have a contract that was written under OCR, and those pro
visions of the contract have not been changed.

MR. DENNY~ How many contracts have you negotiated
under this new provision, either patents or data provisions?

DR. DICKS: \>1e have just finished one relatively
large negotiation just a few days ago, or finished getting
approval from the Government. So this is the latest thing
that has happened.

We negotiated a couple of others earlier in the
year.

MR. DENNY: Utilizing these new prOVisions?

DR. DICKS: They are not in force under our con-
tract. It would ta.1te a contract cha.'1g'sorder too bring them
into force.

MR. DENNY ~ In other words, you have not been
negotiating using the background patent provisions that have
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MR. DENNY: You offered these to the contractors?

DR. DICKS: Yes.

MR. DENNY: He said he would rather have the ones
he had?

DR. DICKS: Yes.

MR. DENNY: I see.

DR. DICKS: OUr opinion is the same. There is no
difference of opinion between ourselves and the contractor.

Now, we have had this reviewed by our lawyers.
Other people have reviewed. it. I have talked to a good many
people in Government that have reviewed. it, and the opinion
that this is less restrictive is certainly not universal.

I have heard that from perhaps one person. The
majority of people think these things are possibly more
restrictive than those we have been using.

MR. DENNY: Can you define the sorts of problems
that they have specifioally?

DR. DICKS: Yes.

The problem chiefly is .in the demand for baokground
data. That is the most serious problem, for example, beoause
in that case , :if the baokground data is published, then there
is no protection at all for the manufaoturer.

It is the kind of background data that allows one
to design a particular type of hardware. It is not patentable,
but it may have been obtained at great company expense, where
they had to run an R and D program in order to get operating
parameters that could be extrapolated to oommeroial equip
ment.

MR. DENNY: Under the OCR clauses, are these back
ground provisions negotiable?

DR. DICKS: Yes, they were negotiable.

MR. DENNY: Who was the person at the university
who had the authority of modifying them or changing them?
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MR. DENNY: I.would frankly question that, until
at least it is given a couple tries under the new regulations.

I don't know what industries you have been talking
to, but I know up here at headquarters we have been dealing
with a lot of the fossil energy people. They love it in
comparison to what the OCR clauses have been.

DR. DICKS: 1: would like to make another point,
reiterate a point: The people who would now have the large
fossil fuel contracts now are not old-line coal people. They
in general are people that are used to doing business with
the government .and -aze skilled at it.

MR. DENNY: Could you describe somewhat the indus
tries that feel this way?

DR. DICKS: I think I will l~t them speak for
themselves. I have suggested that they appear here, and I am
sure that they will.

But there are perhaps only four companies in the
United States that are in large-scale manu;acture. The coal
technology of handling, transporting, processing coal is very
narrowly based in the United States and we have really not
succeeded in tapping that technology.

14R. DENNY: The only other thing I would suggest
is that I agree, there is prob~ly some sort of communication
problem. If you can get some of your prime and subs together,
we will be happy to come talk to them. .

DR. DICKS: Well, I think we would like to do that.

Now, I personally have prob~ly spent something like
40 hours in the last three months with government lawyers,
with our lawyers and industry lawyers. If there is a mistake,
it is a big mistake in interpretation. It has proceeded to a
relatively high level and has been explored very thoroughly.

So I am talking ~out the actual practice of this
business.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: I think Mr. Denny's suggestion
is good. Apparently they have proc;eeded1:o high levels in
the companies but I am not sure they have proceeded to a high
level in the agency, other than the agency is generally aware
of problems that the industry has with ERDA patent policy,
generally speaking.
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MR. KIMBALL: Dr. Dicks, this momin~ we heard
favorable comments from representatives of universities
relating to the use of the institutional patent agreements.
Does your university have any of these agreements? .

DR. DICKS: With ERDA?

MR. KIMBALL: Or with any federal a~ency such as
HEW?

DR. DICKS: I don I t believe we do. We certainly
are not seekin~ them in the efforts that we are conducting
at the present time. I am not particularly fond of patents
myself. They impede progress.

In cases of my own work, I have not patented
things that have gotten a rather wide distribution because
if you do patent them, I recognize very well that other
people will not use them. And so throughout the development
process, you have some damage done. So I believe that
patents do cause difficulty in rapid development. But in
operation, we have to have the help of those people who
understand the technology; and the patent policy that you
are trying to implement is against those people that we need
the most.

Somebody that doesn I t have any background rights,
never seen a lump of coal -~There are a lot of those de
lighted or very pleased to take the standard contract. So
then you go to somebody who stands to lose commercially by
the expoauze of background data, and those are the people·
that you really need to work with.

I agree that patents do impede development.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Taking that one line, I think
it is worth following up on, has your experience been that
where a patent is taken out, that .it does inhibit another
company from working in that field; or does it stimulate
another company working in the field?

DR. DICKS: I think in general it will discourage
the use of that particular device. They will spend their
time trying to find some way around it. This happens in
industry anyway ~ in cases where one indust.ry or one group has
a particular idea. Other people will tend to avoid it and go
to ridiculous lengths to do so, even if there isn't a patent.
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CHAIRMAN JOmqSON: Would you credit the concept
that the background rights clause is really insurance against
the dog in the manger, rather than an active tool?

DR. DICKS: I think that is the case. As I say,
most of this stuff never comes to light. This is true of
most of the general provisions as far as I can tell. There
are all kinds of threats in the general provisions. It makes
them appear to be very disagreeable. We spend our time nego
tiating things that never come up. I agree that it is perhaps
a case of just an ultimate protection mechanism.

Does anybody, or has anybody, ever brought up a
case in which this thing was applied?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: We have yet to find a case in
which any of the compulsory licensing provisions in the govern
ment contracts, march-in rights, and so on, or even the Clean
Air Act, which is the only current statutory mandatory
licensing provision, have actually been applied.

We have just not found concret.e cases where there
was requirement to utilize this authority. While we are on
this topic., I would Uke to go back to your own philosophical
bit about the utility patents and possible impediments they
bring.

Would you feel that there ought to be a statutory
ability in some federal agency, let's say ERDA, to require the
licensing of privately owned patents under defined conditions -
we will say dog in the manger attitudes? Do you think that
would have a loosening effect and cut away this blocking effect
that you find sometimes?

DR. DICKS: I don't really think so. Again, in
practice, it never comes up. If in this tremendous country
of ours we can't find examples, and I don't know of any
examples in our technology where we would like to have any
patent taken away from any company anywhere, and apparently
the practice in industry is if it becomes important enough
they just go ahead and infringe and then take the lawsuit. And
we can think of a lot of those oases.

So I don't see it is stopping an American industry.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Unless there are further
questions, I want to thank you very much, Dr. Dicks. It
has been very interesting and helpful.
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I am about to discuss some of the effects of the

current regulations and revisions of the government patent
policy.

The federal government in its zeal to prevent the
use of the patent for undue private profit has severely
restricted and denied the American citizens the benefits of
new technology.

The patent policy has become synonymous with
secrecy. It seemed apparent to us that the patent policy
needed revamping.

Recently, with the organization of the Energy
Research and Development Administration, there has been a
great emphasis on government-industry participation.

~he Deputy Administrator, Mr. Fri, was in Oak
Ridge not too many weeks ago and in a statement stressed
the fact that ERDA sought actively ameall.ill.gfulparticipa
tion-partnership between private industry and government.

I think most people will agree that this is
going to be absolutely necessary to further the energy
research and development goals of this country. And yet I
don't think that you are really implementing what you say
you want.

We understand that commercialization is desired
and important and that creating incentives to encourage
private participation is a goal. However, we do not believe
that these regUlations really encourage participation by
private industry.

First, we feel they are overly complex. Agreed,
we are laymen, private businessmen. We are not patent
attorneys.

But to fully comply with these, we think that
every company is forced to get outside help.

Now, this might be fine for the ·"Fortune 500,"
but for the vast majority of industries in this country, we
feel that they neither can nor will go to the trouble.

Next, there is a single policy, as we understand
it, for every relationship with ERDA when in fact there are
many different types of relationships possible.
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2. If you have a joint ERDA-private industrial
research and development effort, then it gets stickier I and
you have to protect the government I s interests. But certainly
there can be some simplification possible.

3. Here is a relationship which we think calls
for a quick and easy waiver. I think if you investigate this
one you will find some real horror stories.

This relationship is one where government researchers
go out to private· industry .touse their expertise in an area
where a company is particularly skilled and asks that company
to develop a piece of equipment or a technology for use in a
government program.

There the industry is using its own expertise,
its own people and buildings and still they have trouble
getting a waiver. There is absolutely no excuse for making
the waiver difficult in such an instance.

The regulations do not offer any difference in
the way they are applied to large and small companies. The
largest companies have, perhaps, the staff and the time and
the persistence to wade through these regulations --even
though some of the largest companies we have talked to have
expressed their dismay at trying to comply.

Smaller companies probably have neither the
resources nor the· patience to cutthrough~ese regulations.

The ERDA charter includes a policy that ERDA
should encourage small business. I don't think that these
regulations fulfill that charter or policy.

Perhaps somebody in ERDA or SBA should be an
advocate, openly an advocate, for small business, to help
them get through the complexities.

Another area that should be changed is that of
licensing for patents that are held by the government. We
understand that the total amount of money is only a few
thousand dollars for all royalties for exclusive licenses
which have been granted by AEC-ERDA over the last several years.

A lot of time has been spent protecting something,
and the effort is succeeding very well because nObody is using
it.
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is the center of technology on the gas centifuge technology.

Finally, we believe the patent policy should
reflect and promote the following: It should be good for the
government, good for the private sector and the public benefit
from new products and processes.

This will be especially important for our balance
of trade. The united states was once responsible for develop
ing the vast majority of the new technology of the world, but
here leadership is slipping.

The vast, unused technical knowledge now in govern
ment files shoUld freely flow through the conduit of private
industry and a historically restrictive ERDA patent policy
must not be allowed to impede this process.

A meaningful partnership between government and
industry is now absolutely necessary. Please use your
influence to develop a patent policy which will help bring
this partnership about.

Thank you.

(Document follows.)
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James E. Denny, Esquire - 2 - November 10, 1975

"involving private use of Government facilities and the contractor
is funding all or a part of such work."

While it is possible to apply this example to privately
sponsored work performed for persons who are not contractors, the
example does not accurately reflect the case that R-AEC is inter
ested in; i.e., a private organization requests ERDA to conduct
work for the private organization in an ERDA facility, 'vith the
private organization bearing the full cost. The ERDA operating
contractor is not sponsoring the work and is not paying for it;
to the contrary the operating contractor conducts the work as
part of and subject to his contract with ERDA. Obviously, the
ERDA operating contractor cannot agree to conduct work for others
without ERDA's approval and warrt s the work covered by the terms of
the operating contract. (Incidentally, a posture that the operat
ing contractor took on such work in a private capacity could raise
many other questions; e.g., tax obligations for the facility,
licensing, responsibility for damage to the facility, etc.)

Inasmuch as the operating contractOr is acting for ERDA
in the postulated situation, what is needed in the regulations is
a clear statement of ERDA's policy on waivers when ERDA is being
paid to perform work for others. In addition, since the statutory
restrictions under the Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development
Act are aimed at situations where R&D work is being performed for
and paid for by ERDA, there should be language recognizing that
these restrictions are not applicable when ERDA is performing
work for others.

I suggest it woul d be appropriate to include a separate
section in the regulations entitled "Patent Policies Applicable
to Privately Sponsored Work Performed by ERDA at the Sponsors
Expense" and that such section provide for a full waiver of patent
rights in such situations. Where the privately sponsored won,
requires or benefits from work performed by the operating contrac
tor for ERDA it might be appropriate to reserve a nonexclusive
license to the Government if the ERDA paid-for work contributes
significantly to the invention or discovery. (The patent language
in the Battelle-Northwest contract regarding privately sponsored
wor~ might be adapted for this purpose.)

I recognize that ERDA's primary focus in developing the
proposed new patent policy 'vas related to ERDA sponsored R&D wo rk ,
both in private facilities and its own plants and laboratories.
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CHAIRMAl~ JOHliISON: Thank you very much,
Mi. Adams.

I wish to commend the Council for taking this
problem and studying it in the detail that you have done.

Of course, I think the problem
is going to be a complex one; there is no
it simple. Different considerations have

of patent policy
real way to make
to apply.

But I must say that I have a certain sympathy
for what you are saying.

I read over the regulations the other night, and
I did find them very difficult to find the parts that I
wanted.

It is the way the government patent regulations
generally have been organized, and I think there is merit
in what you say on that point.

Are there some questions that members of the
panel would like to raise with Mr. Adams at this time?

It is an interesting point of view we have not
had very much of in the hearings.

MR. DENNY: I really don't know where to start.
I don't think really I have any questions.

I am beginning to wonder if we are having a com
munication problem with the great State of Tennessee.

As a matter of fact, we have just granted a waiver,
an across-the-board waiver applicable to all inventions and
all the people who were operating in a certain field also in
Tennessee.

You mention an area -- joint ERDA-private develop
ment area, where a waiver ought to be; and our regUlations
100 percent agree with you.

What you say about large and small companies, I
guess it may be true. We haven't granted them too many
waivers. One of which was to a firm that had 23 people
working for it. They got their waiver by, I think, talking
to our own patent people without counsel.

I am not sure whether they hired somebody or not.
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risk capital in projects which would serve the public needs
and on the other hand the patent policy was providing too
great a risk for contractors to become involved, because of
the fear of dedicating their valuable background patents and
data. For this reason I respectfully submit the attached
proposed legislation. (Attachlllent 1.)

As you know, there are numeroUS volumes of
committee reports on Government Patent Policy. I started
with Senator MCClellan's Bill S.1809 and the objections
raised by Senators Hart, Burdick, Kennedy and Tydings ". In
addition I reviewed the bills submitted by Senators Hart
(S.2715), Saltonstall (S.789), Long (s.1899) and Dirksen
(S.2326) •

The hearings on the bill submitted by
Senator McClellan discussed the problems of establishing a
single rule or presumption which would provide adequately
for every situation which might arise., This fact leads ,to
establishing clear guidelines for executive actions with
sufficient discretion remaining in the agencies making the
day-to-day decisions. To this end I am proposing not only
a revised patents and data policy, but a truly integrated
Technology Transfer Program. (Attachments 2-5.)

On page 95 of the record of hearings,
(Attachment 6), the Department of the Interior stated "that
leaving title to the patents with the contractor as an
incentive will not stand scrutiny since many inventions
need no further development and are complete when made and
are rapidly adopted." One example given by the Department
was the "hot carbonate" process for removing acid gases
developed by the Bureau of the, Mines. The attached
(Attachment 7) correspondence from the Benfield Corporation,
formed by Messrs. Benson and Field, the Bureau of Mines
inventors, may be essential to the development and commer
cialization of inventions.

While the hearings on Government Patent Policy
were mostly concerned with protecting the public from the
potential monopoly power provided by patents, another
committee was working on means for making the technology
protected by these patents more readily available to the
public. The Select Committee on Small Business, U. S. Senate,
in their attempts to protect and foster small business, have
concentrated their efforts in an attempt to permit the small
business community to share in the Federal R and D support.
To this end they have held hearings (February 10, 1970) and
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(d) establish a function of auditins research
results for possible use outside the primary mission;

(e) sive discretionary authority. to perform
adaptive development work beyond mission justification in
certain cases;

(f)
every effort to
needs. "

insist that their own prosram directors make
use existins technolosy in meetins their

ii

j

Recommendations 2 throush 9 refer to other asencies
and members of the public.

Mr. Chairman, I respectfully submit that the
proposed section on patents fully complies with the recommenda
tions of the Select Committee on Small Business.

Now that I have stated the proposed object of the
new patent policy; i.e., Technolosy Transfer, I would like to
discuss the means by which to attain itssoals. A summary
statement inserted in the record by Senator Wayne Morse durins
the hearinss on 8.1809 states most of the issues involved in
patent lesislation. It is submitted here for discussion:

"It is my belief that any patent lesislation should
be soverned by the followins six seneral principles:

(1) A clear policy statement that federal research
and development property is a 'natural resource belonsins to
the people of the united States,' and must, therefore, be safe
suarded accordinsly.

(2) Plain and certain penalties for the siveaway
or unauthorized disposition of Federal R and D property.

(3) Provision for preservins the many
Consressional patent protections that have been ordered into
law over the past three decades.

(4) Practical means for disconrasins monopoly
and concentration and thus protectins the interests of small
business and an 'open-economic system.'

(5) Clear and unambisuous standards for separatins
private and public interests ,in the commercial development of
the property.
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The new patent section now also gives the
Administrator the authority to acquire rights in patents,
data and copyrights which are necessary to the performance
of research efforts. In addition, it provides the same
right of eminent domain, with respect to data, as the
government presently has with re!ilpect to patent!il.

As you can see, the proposed section has gone
beyond merely providing new incentive!il for contractors. It
would be making apo!ilitive commitment to e!iltablish a formal
Technology Transfer Program.

The Admini!iltration is already participating in
the Commerce Department'!iI program for adverti!iling inventions
available for licen!iling. Under thi!il program, the Administration
forward!il copie!il of patent applications and patents to the
National Technical Information SerVice for dis!ilemination to
the public. NTIS then publishes lists of'inventions available
for licensing in the Federal Register and the Official
Gazette of the U. S. Patent Office. Abstract!il of the
invention!il are also !ilold through subscription!il. NTIS hopes
to make the program self-sustaining in the near future.

Another section which I believe to be important
to the identification phase of Technology Transfer Ls the
provision granting the Commissioner of Patents and Trade
marks the authority to is!ilue a patent to the Administrator
under certain conditions. This section Ls ba!iled on the
authority granted by the Space Act (42 U.S.C. 2457(a)-(i) and
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 2181-2190).

This section provide!il the means for settling
invention controver!ilies between the government and the
inventor in a forum which provides all of the protections
required for due proce!ils. Thi!il !ilection, in connection with
the exclu!ilive licensing section, would essentially eliminate
the administrative burdens and the contractor's right!il.

For example, incase!il where the government has
supported 1;;he contractor's work through indirect support
under the Independent R and D program and direct !ilupport
under R and D contract!il and the contractor has supported the
work with capital funds, the contractor may concede title to
the invention in exchange for an exclusive license.

If the contractor feels that he can !ilupport his
position of no rights to the government, he may so elect.
Furthermore, the residual rights retained by the inventor
will provide an added incentive to, the inventor to (1) report
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I have also compiled a list of all of the
comments which I felt supported my views on each of the
sections. It is not in my transcript. The first section
I have already read; i.e., Senator Morse's comments on what
a government patent policy should be. The second group is
submitted by the National Small Business Association at
p. 728. Their recommendations for the government patent
policy were: (1) that the government should waive all its
commercial rights to patentable inventions, because this will
result in more commercial exploitation; (2) inventions have
little intrinsic commercial value in the hands of the Federal
Government; and (3) the Govern.TI\ent should waive all its
commercial rights to patentable inventions because this
would result in more commercial exploitation of economically
worthwhile inventions.

An interesting comment made by Howard I. Foreman,
which I feel supports the concept of the first option, or
contractor retaining tit2e, wherein he suggests it should
also apply to government employee inventors: "If maximizing
utilization of inventions arising out of Government sponsored
research is to be an objective of any legislation in the
interest of giving the public the advantage of as many as
possible of the inventions developed under the inducement of
the benefits of the patent system, should this also apply to
inventions of government employees?"

Dean Harvey Brooks also stated it well: "The
patent itself has little commercial value without an extended
effort devoted to making a producible and reliable product
and testing its validity in the market•••A prope~nationa1
patent policy must recognize that an exclusive license of
limited duration is necessa~ to provide the incentive for
exploitation."

In rebuttal to some of Senator Long's amendments,
some of which I had the privilege of inte~reting while I was
at the Department of Interior: at p. 724 "The classical
monopoly pricing simply does not exist in the current market
place for a number of reasons well known to economists and
most Congressmen. Of course, every businessman seeks to
maximize his profit, but the prima~ reason for businessmen
desiring to acquire patent rights is to insure that there is
a reasonab,le prospect of reoovering deve20pment oosts and
keep exclusive rights to manufacture the patented items to
meet competition from substitute products."
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in fact., r~apgreaterrewardsdfr~mt;b.eir contrib~t.ionl!l than
U. S. Qov~rnm~nt and U. s. contract.or inventors.

:r had a few more examples, but. :r will defer tll.elll.

CaAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you very muoh,
Mr. I,ukasik. The time is running short,

Are t;b.ere anY quest.ion$ meJllbersof. the panel
would like to present. t.o Mr. Lukasik?

All right.. We have received t.his mat.erial. It. is
quit.e a comprehensive compilat.ion.

'!'hank yo~ for your t.ime, and we will consider the
proposal.

Our next. part.ioipant is Mr. Ray E. Snyder. of t;b.e
University of Missouri.

Is Mr, Snyder here?

At. some point it. might. be desirable to
short. break. I will determine when that. will be.
make some inquiries about. it, so we Can have it a
later.

have a
I will

little

First we will have the pleasure of hearing from
Mr. Snyder.

MR. SNYDER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

A short time ago, I met with the president of a
oompany in the laboratory equipment business. He t.old me
of his experienoe back during World War II when he was with
the O:PA here in .Washinqt;on. At that time they were trying
to allooate certain priorities for the production of goods
to meet the war effort. Laboratory equipment, of oourse, was
very important in many aspeots, so far as meeting the needs
of the war effort. .

What happened was this: Somebody in t.he
bureauoracy spelled laboratory with a "v" instead of a "b"
and t.hey olassified it. under pluJllbing supplies; and it was
given the lowest priority imaginable.

I feel sometimes that that. same sort. thing has
happened with regard to the Government's handling of patents.
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One serious obstacle. to sueb transfer, that was
barely touched on by Mr. Dl'\Vid, has to do with the handlinq
of patent ri:qhts. 'l'hi$ i;$ one with which I am personally
familiar. I am a patent lawyer, have been for nearly 20
years, and for thelast.ll yea~s have been involved in the
licenlJinq of invention$ that have evolved from university
research. Much, if not. most, of this university research
has been supported by the f'ederal qovern.'IIent.

On numerous occasion$ I have tried to interest a
comPanY in takinq on the development and marketing of a
univer$itY invention. On the rare times a company was
interested, the reaction I have frequently received g08$
I50mething like this:

"LoQk, we like your invention and we would like to
do somethinq with it.l but if it is qoinq to be tied upina
lot of damn qovernment red tape, we are not going to waste any
of our time and money on it."

Now, there are several agencies of. the federal
government that sponsor research at the universities. Each
ll.gency has a different patent policy and everY one places some
restric:tions on what a university can or qannot do with an
invention that evolves from such projeClt work.

Unle$s a partiCUlar university has a program or
policy of its own for handlinqpatents, the government
generally taltesti.tle. Thi$ is in spite of the stated policies
of two Presidents, Kennedy in '63 and Nixon in '71, to ease
up on this praCltice.

The controversy over whether the government should
take title or only a license. to .inventionsit sponsors has
been waging for years. Most of the fi.ghting has been with
companies that are verY proteCltive of the proprietarY rights.
Universities have been caught in the middle of this
controversy. For the most part, they have no vested business
i.nterest to proteClt, and they uSl.lally give in to the govern
ment on patent ri,ghts.

I submit this i$ a darned shame, too,. because
there are a great number of useful inventions that are not
even reported becal.lse the investigator just does not want to
fight 'the red 'tape.

'l'he qu.estion of whether the government shOUld
take title to an invention at all is an interesting legal
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Tbirc!ly, wha.t is .thE! e#fect on pdva.te invest;m.ent
into a. new venture tha.t h freely avail,able tc) 1l11? As a.n
example, the F~ insures home mortgages. Suppose the F~

were to write in a restdction -.that a per!!!cn planni,ng to
build a home with a.n FHi\.-in!!!ure4 Loan mu!!!t agree to allow
any hippie or dereH,ct tc) mC)ve inthi!!:r:e at hh discretion.
How many people wou14 Quild an4maintain a home with that
restriction?

t'1ho is going to spend money to cievelop and market
an invention with that sort of restriction? Most i,nventions,
particularly of the types generated by the univer!!!ities, are
a far cry from being a marketable product.

Beyond the!!!e pr;lctical considerai:ion!!!, there
also are some moral and philosophica~ problem!!! in 4eclllring
everyt)liM free. EVeryone knows there is no freelWlch.
Anything that is purported to be free is 9ften conddered to
be free because it is not worth anything.

Who is going to tell a. reseaJ:'cJ1, investigator who
struggle4 for.yeCl.rs to.!!!Olve an important problelUthat
solution is not worth anything?

Another unfortunate aftermath of a government
policy that is too restrict;veis that it may actually
enoourage dishonesty. An inventor who ha!!! worked long an4
diligently to come up with an important solution may be
placed in the dilemma of reporting it to the government for
nothing ,or taking it out the back door.

If he were to choose thi!!! Illtter course, whO i!!! to
blame? I might add that this latter COUr!!!e appears to have
government approval ~- !!!O long as you don't mention patent!!!.

As I said above, the battle with the government
over patent rights has been~oing on for years. The Depart
ment of Defense finally reached an accord with in4ustry on
thi!!!. The companies best equipped to provide the goods and
services the DOD needed were generally the ones mo!!!t protective
of their patent rights. Tbe government gave in a little, anod
the country did not collapse.

The AEC always has had a very restrictive patent
polic-i. Thera were, presw'Tiably, iU'id still may b~, national
security rea!!!cns for this, However, I believe it is aho
significant that, !!!ome 30 year!!! later, less than 5 percent
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I onl~ wish .that th~se resources mightPe utilized
as effeQtively as. posaiblyfor tMbene,fit of the public.
'rhis requires an environment in whi.Qh the transfer of new
knowledge to industry can take place in an orderlY fashion.

In my opinion, this can be done best.by returning
to the pdnqipl,es governing inventiolls as set·. forth. ill the
Constitutioll. 'rhat is, of gran.tillg patent.s to inventors
rather than. to the federal. government.· (End of Letter.).

I suppose, like everyone else on the program, I
have had to al,ter my talk asI go along in light of what
other people have said. However, I thought I might provide
a couple of eXaJllples of the things I have encountered in the
past.

Whell I worked for Borg~Warner, olle of the divisions
I worked for was Marvel-SQhe1)ler. A.t that time they were
man.ufaQturing QOlltrol rod.drive mechanisms for nUQlear reactors.
These were installed in nuclear subs and also, I believe in
the nucl.ear ship, SaVaIlIlah. .

'rheoriginal desi9!l was.one made by Westinghouse.
Incidentally, it; was also pat.ented, though it made no mention
of nuclear energy.

Borg~Warner had been in the business of desi9!ling
gears an.d things like that for years. So they came up with
their own design. They also designed a split-phase stepping
motor for driving these things•. They. also worked on the
design of some electromeQhanical manipulators for han.dling
radioactive materials. 'rhese appeared to have possibilities
in certain other mechan.ical operations.

Well, .because of the fact that these inventions
somehow related to nuc1AAr energy, the question came up of
who owned them. In other words, .who claimed title to these
inventions.

We went around and around with the people at
Argonne and eventually went to Mr. Roland Anderson in
Washington to get the matter resolved.

After we b.ad gone through all this, I recall
Mr. Roy Ingersoll saying: "l"1s are in business to make money
by trying to develop prOducts that people will buy. We are
not in the business of trying to develop something the govern
ment can cionfiscate."
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know who is going to participate in your program and
jeopardize their~ackgro~dpate~ts, a~cept companies
with ~othingto lase.

Also, I have a little trouble with some other
aspects of how this is apt to work.

I took the trouble of reading this booklet on
Patents, Data and Copyrights and Proposed Policies and
Proce4ures.

I have a question or two of my own.

The pages aren't numbered in here, but somewhere
it says that contractors shall not use their ability to
award subcontracts as economic leverage to acquire rights
for themselves in inventions resulting from subcontracts.

Well, I can agree that it is reprehensible to do
that, but on the opposite page it says the prima:ry mission
of ERDA may require thllt cet'tain .. rights and backgt'o~d data
be required by the government , et cetera, I have a 1ittle
difficulty t'econciling the seemingly double standard here.

I will be glad to answer any questions.

CHAIRMAij JOHNSON: Mr, Snyder, on the laSt point
of double standat'ds. As between govet'nment contracting and
the contractors negotiating for rights on the subcontractor's
inventions, the difference. is that the government is
financing the contract work, including the s1,lbcontract work.

The contractor is not himself financing sub
contract work. There is a problem, as you recognize, of a
reprehensible nature of t:rying to take advantage of your
contract position dispensing, in effect, government money.

It may be different Where the government is paying
for things and has a responsibility to be assured that the
technology is available for being practiced by more than one
company.

Do you have any thoughts on that point? Namely,
the responsibility to make sure that results of technology
are available to more than just one?

MR. SNYDER: As I say, I am speaking mostly for
the inventions that come out of the ~iversity researc;:h.
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I also spoke to one of the officials of another
agency, and he said that, "Look, we are basically a group
of scientists here doing research 1 and we jUst don't like
to be bothered with these patent matters. We figure we are
here to do our scientific research, and our principal wor~
is that someone is going to pick up a piece of work that we
sponsor and make a lot of money on it, which is going to
subject us to critisism."

Well, that set me back for a moment. I wish I
had had more time to think of a response. All I could think
of to say was, "Well, if !lonE! of the work you sponsor is any
good, then you don I t h,ave anything to worry about."

But I don't think that is what weare after. As
I see it, this business of saving energy is really not a new
idea. Getting the sOlutions is going to be. a lot tougher
than people think •

.Increased oil exploration hal! certainly turned out
to be easier to talk about than it has been to accomplish. I
am just not so sure that the government being the sole deter
minant of which wa'ithe country ought to go in this area is.
necessarily in the best interests.

I think there is room for a lot of people with a
lot of different ideas, and they ought to be free to go ahead
and explore these things.

Most of them are going to fail. Bound to. That
is the nature of research.

CIlAIRMAN JOImSON: Are there other comments at
this time?

(NO response.)

Mr. Snyder, we thank you very much. I will read
the portion of your testimony that I was not actually
physically here for.

Our next participant is Roger Ditzel, Assistant
Manager of the Iowa State University Research Foundation.

We are glad to have you here with us today.

MR. DITZEL: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Tl)e reaaons foX' tb,e patent system in indqatry are
quite well known. I would suggest, however, that 'in tne
university, the patent system is. not to be used to ,make money
aa its primary goal. The patent system can be an e~cellent

means of disseminating tnE1l :results of :researcn and relating
tb,e :results to tne utilitY situations wne:rE1l tney can\be of
most benefit.

Thus, a patent as a publication is quite different
than a tecnnical or acientific journal article.

A aecond reason the univeraity ahould use the
patent system is to put its technology, where that technology
has resulted from new knowledge, into a position to t:ransfe:r
it effectively to industry. As you know, university patents
are very "bare," absent of anY extensive know-how in p:robClbly
99 pe:rcent of the casea.

Universities do not have millions to pour into
development. A'unive:rsitY'snould not look, in my opinion,
at patentdisclosu:re and use potential :royalty incomes as
a decision factor in deciding to file ornce ; Rathe:rj it
should look at what is represented in the advance of tech
nology and science in that particula:r disclosu:re.

Just as we do :resea:rch in the university to gain
new knowledge and obtain patentable inventions as anindi:rect
:result, so we patent to publish and put tecnnology in a
position for effective technology transfe:r. Royalty income
is a secondary :result of effective technology t:ransfe:r.

Now, tnere a:re many ene:rgy goals outlined in the
legislation and some of tnE! background pape:rs. 1 would
point out tnat ERDA and unive:rsities aze in tne same boat.
Neither of 11$ nave a capability tomanufactu:re. We are
botn trying to be pa:rtners.witn industry. 1 would sUggest
tnis is a three~waypartnership to get the tE!cnnology
developed and demonstrated, and 1 would suggest that the
patent regulationa must reflect the special nature of univer~

sity resear-cn.

1 think ample evidence for that specialnatqre
was borne out by the holding on November3rd and 4th of tne
ERDA-university meeting herE! in Wasnington, D. C. Tne
patent regulations and approacn you adopt should meet the
expre$aed desire of ERDA to make the most of university
reaearcn. Get the universities in a pO$ition to work best
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insu'tutional patent C\!Jreement,pursuant to t!).e report of the
Patent policy AdUoc Subcommittee of JUly, 1975.

Mr. Ch.airnlan, l: thank you and the mEllllbers.

I will be happy to ansWl!lr any questions that I can.

CilAIRMAN JO~SON: Than~ you, Mr. Ditzel.

Are th.ere any comments from any members of the
panel?

(No response.).

Thank you, sir.

MR. DITZEL: Thank you, sir.

CHAIRMAN. JOHNSON: Our next speaker is
Mr. Norman A. Jacobs, President of the Licensing Executive
Society, United States.

Mr. Jacobs, weare delighted to have you,~ith us
at this time.

MR. JACOBS: Thank. you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate this opportunity to speak to you today .on
behalf of the Licensing El(ecutives Society (U.S.A.).

LES (U.S.A.) is composed of over 1100 businessmen
who have significant responsibility for licensing and tech
nology transfer both as licensors and licensees. Our members,
representing licensing and patent.departments of corporations,
private patent counsel, and. independent licensing consultants
share a common, interest in stimulating the widest possible
commercial utilization.of technOlogy, developed at either
private or government expense.

Each.member, required to have a "significant
responsibility for licensing" in his or her organization,
is actively involved in the transfer of technology from one

.. . . . .
organization to another Ln order to initiate or expand its .
commercial use. .

One .ofthe frustrations regularly discussed by
our members is the overwhelmingly high proportion of govem~

ment-owned patents and technology which are never used for
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for a l:inite time geriQ!i, witb tbegovernment retaining tbe
rigbt to practice tbe invention freely fOr all Government
purposes.

Tbe task force recognized that the contractor
would be the entity most likely to commit the necessary
private funds to furt!ler develop or licence the invention,
proviaing new proaucts fo.r public use. For this reason,
they recommenaea that the contractor be granted the initial
perioa of exclusivity to proviae the basis for his commit
ment of private risk capital.

After this initial exclusive period, the govern
ment would be authorized to acquire rights, or to require
licensing to thira parties, to the extent necessary to
maximize competition in cOmIllercial markets ana to provide
the broadest utilization of the invention.

The only change whicb we would recommend in the
Task Force policy would be to. modify the propOsed fixed
exclusivityperioa of 3 years after issuance of the patent.
We feel that the date of the patent, while administratively
convenient, bears no relationship to the stage of development
or cO!l\lllercialization of an invention. A tbree--year periOd
of exclusivity measured from tbe patent date may well expire
before the contractor has recovered much or any of his
investment, and as such may negate the incentive for private
investment whiCh the Task Force was trying to provide.

LES recommends a period of exclusivity of five
years measureafrom the date of first commercial utilization.
This exclusivity period is more realistic and more likely to
encourage the investment of risk capital in a new technology,
while still providing adequate time for broader licensing
where requirea. A copy of the Task Force recO!l\lllenaed policy
incorporating tbis change is appended.

Our Society does appreciate the support by ERDA
officials for the principle of providing contractors with
patent rights to encourage tbeir subsequent or concurrent
investment of private capital, We understand that the intent
of the ·Waiver Provision· in Section 9.109-6 of the proposea
patent re9'ulations is to provide the opportunity for such
rights to be 9r&.ted to a contractor by waiving the govern
ment's rights,

We believe, however, that the Waiver Provision. is
less desirable and will be less effective than the requirea
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were <\ sm<\ll struggling company desperately looking for
contract rese<\rch income.

My company has also been quite active in licensing
out our research developments to other companies. We have
concluded 20 or more agreements in fields where we had tech
nology that extended beyond our capabilities.

The one conclusion that strikes us loud and clear
from this experience is that despite all of our efforts, we
were never once successful in interesting a company in spending
its research dollars to develop technology and ideas that we
provided unless we gave them exclusive rights.

We had a number of variations that we tried, but
unless we could guarantee a significant period of exclusivity,
we were unable to convince anyone to spend private money.

In conclusion, we applaud the recognition by the
Energy Research and Development Administration that the
granting of exclusive rights to the contractor will likely
be required to accomplish the objectives of the Agency to
pring its developments to the pul:llic, and to prevent such
developments from being added to the already huge pile of
unused government patents and technology.

We believe, howeVer, that the incorporation of
a formal waiver provision into the standard policy that other
wise provides for government ownership of inventions is too
timid. While the waiver looks good on paper, we have serio\ls
doubts that it can or will in practice be limited to the few
luge companies with the know-how and willingness to fight
the battle required to obtain the waiver. We, therefore, urge
that ERDA go all the way and adopt the 1971 Task Force recom
mendations as their primary, rather than alternate, patent
policy.

(The attachments follow.)
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F. After a specified period of time, not less than five
years after date of first commercial utilization, contractors
'---0 have retained exclusive comme r c i.aL rights may, on petition
.... _ any interested party, be req:uired by a Government Patent
Review Board to grant licenses under U·. S • patents with terms•that are reasonable under the circumstances.

2. DISCLOSURE, ELECTION AND REPORTS

Each invention made in performance of a government-funded
contract will be disclosed to the government with an indication of
contractor's election to acquire exclusive commercial rights.

A. Election to Acquire Exclusive Commercial'Rights

Election by the Contractor would include agreemen~ to
file a patent application covering the invention in the
U~ited States Patent. Office within a specified period of
t£me,. Patent Office procedures will be established to assure
proper affixation of the letter uGu or other appropriate
desigJ:l,ation on all such patent applications and patents
issued thereon. Election and filing would guarantee
exclusive comrnercialrights in the contractor for a period
starting from filing until at least three years after
issuance of a patent, or for a Deriod of at least five years
after the date of first cornmerc ial ut ilizat ion of the in
vention by contractor or its surrogate, whichever is the
longer Deriod of time. Under special circumstances disclosed
by the contractor, the agency head may extend the period as
deemed appropriate.

B. Election Not to Acquire Exclusive Commercial Rights

Election not to acquire the exclusive commercial rights
will result in such rights vesting in the goverlli~ent for
dispos ition as it sees, fit, as set forth in Paragraph 4.D
hereafters
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D. Upon a contractor's election not to retain the exclusive
_commercial rights, or after an election to retain such rights

and subsequent revocation by the agency for failure to meet the
conditions of this proposal, the contractor shall be granted 'a

vocable, no~-exclusive, royalty-free license under the invention.
Such license shall be revoked upon notice to the contractor of the
intent of an agency to grant an exclusive license, subject to the
right of the contractor to make application to the Government
Patent Review Board for a license under terms and conditions that
are reasonable under the circumstances.

5. GOVERNMENT PATENT REVIEW BOARD

A. General

(1) The Board will consist of a full-time Chairman and
Executive Secretary and a panel of 20 members, any four of which
may be chosen by the Chairman to sit on specified cases. The
Board will meet upon the call of the Chairman to cinsider and
rule upon the issues arising under the operation of this policy.
The Chairman and two members will constitute a quorum.

(2) Its decisions shall be subject to judicial review by
United States District Court for the District of Columbia.

(3) The Board shall have the power to r.eview requests by
agencies to. substitute a patent clause which leaves to the
agency the first option to exclusive commercial rights in
inventions which. are the primary object of the contract. The
Board shall exercise this right only upon agency requests· made
prior to contract which are accompanied by a showing that such
agency intends to develop substantially at government expense an
identified product or process, for use by the general public.

(4) The Board shall have the power to reviaw on petition of
any interested party the refusal of a contractor holding exclusive
commercial rights to any invention made in performance of a
governme~t contract to grant entirely or on acceptable terms
a license under such invention.

(5) Such petition maybe filed at any time after the con
tractor has elected to acquire suc~ rights and has filed a
patent application on such invention.
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(d) The scope of the patent claims;

(e) The contractor's background position;

(f) The government's funding of background technology;

(g) The scope of the market and the succeSS of the
contractor in meeting it;

(h) The profit margin in relation to other similar
inventions; and

(il The feasibility and likely benefits Of compe~ition

in the market served.

C. Foreign Rights

The Board's jurisdiction in requiring the granting of a non
exclusive license shall extend only to licenses·under U.S. patents.
Nothing herein shall be construed to .extend that jurisdiction
to foreign patents.

D. Background Rights

The Board's jurisdiction in requiring the grant of a non
exclusive license shall extend to only those inventions made in
performance of government-funded contracts. Nothing herein shall
be construed to extend that jurisdiction to data or other
inventions made at private expense.

E. Agency Cooperation

The departments and agencies of the Executive shall provide
to the Board Whatever aid and information it deems necessary to
accomplish its assigned duties.

. 4

F. Board Review ,of Agenc~ Qeterminations

The Board, on petition of contractor, shall have the
power to review an agency decision in implementirig this proposal
under which such contractor is aggrieved.

271
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We believe Seqtion 9 st~tes we will give waivers
when it is inthep}lblic interest and will not give waivers
when it is not in the public interest.

And your willingness to go along with it or not
may, of necessity, be something to take into consideration.

So far as waiver approach is concarned, what we
are attempting to do, and it may not come clear in our
regulations, we are attempting to start to talk about this
waiver situation at the point of time when we start talking
about negotiating our contract, as opposed to going to some
board that is isolated from that process.

We. hope, and it has worked at times, and it has
not worked at other!!, that as the contract is progressing,
the waiver situation would progress and it would not be a
big matter of red tape.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: No other comments?

Thank you very much, Mr. Jacobs.

MR. JACOBS: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: We appreciate it very much.

We are runn:i.ng ahead. If it is acceptable to you,
I guess it is certainly acceptable to us.

Our neJtt participant is Niels J. Reimers, Manager
of the Office of Technology Licensing, Stanford University.

Mr. Reimers, we are glad to have you with us.

MR. REL'4ERS: TJ:!,ank you, Mr. Johnson.

Let me first mention that I
difficult task, but it's a lot of fun,
mentioned here yet today.

find licensing as a
I haven't heard that

I

~~t
rD~' CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: This is the right time of day to

mention it.

MR.• REIMERS: I am just going to read a little of
my letter, then put in some different comments.
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The 26,OOO-plus ~used p~tents held now py the
gove~nt vividly illust~ate that such neg~tivism, while
denying the patent inc$l1tive to ... cont~actQr, all;lo denys
the public ..vailability Qf the patented l;l1.lbject matte~.It
is clear that. the. further the inventiQn~l;l ~emoved from the
inventor, the less ;Likely it ~s to be developed, particu
larly in the absence of the Proper incentives.

The 26,000 patents nQW held by the government
form a patent pool av..il~le to the "large corpQrations,"
as has been said e..r;Lier today.

How many examp;Les does the Department of Justice
or Corporate Accountability Research Group have where
competition has not determined the priCe, but a government
patent with "mQnopolistic surcharge" has determined the
price? It has been argued by opponents 'of positive patent
clauses within the government that "the contractors will
take the contract anyway, regardless of what type of patent
clause." That is, of course, begging the issue insofar as
a patent policy which will encourage deveopment for public
use and benefit and. is contemptuous of U. S. industry.

You can use the an,alQgy of an invention asa
baby. The poliey 0:1; negativism considers that a baby may
g~ow up to be a ezook , Therefore, don't let it be nurtu.~ed

and grow up.

The positive poliey of the IPA says that a baby
may grow up and be a credit to mankind. But if it does
turn out to be a crook, the IPA "march-in" rights can be
utilized.

With regard to the issu.e of backgro~d patent
rights, it would be useful to Aave data regarding actual
situations expe~ienced by the government where a contractor
has p~evented utilization of foreground patents by background
patents. This will be helpful in unde~stan,ding the dimen
sions of the prOblem, as ERDA can then compa~e those results
with the negative effect of not getting the best contractors
to pa~ticipate in ERDA research because of the possiple
danger of losing their patent rights.

Insofar as the desirability of mandatorI licensing
provi~ions in EP~A patent legislation, i~ would appear units
surface a dangerous precedent to the integrity of the U. S.
patent system. CQnside~ a small emerging energy company with
a novel patented energy conversion method desiring to compete
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CHAI~ JOaNSON: 0<> ¥O~ thinlt, fliOIll ¥O~li know
ledge, that thelia is enQugh existing law on the subject that
wo~ld prevent the dog inthem$11ger situation, that the back
glio~d licensing laws tend to dad with?

In other words,. it has been said that no court
would enfolice a patent which would be, ox which would
prevent, beneficial use in the public illterest.

Can we rely on, that, or are we not required to
have some s.uchclauses, as we propose in. our regulations,
fOr dealing with the possible dog in the m$11ger attitude in
devaloping eneli<]y technology?

MR. REIMEaS; Let me first mention, I am not a
patent attorne¥ nor general attorney. But my liesponse would
be yes.

CHAIaMAN JOHNSON: Mli. Hill. Depalitment of Justice.

MR. JEFFERSON HILL: The question essentially is
the same as I have asked befolie of valiious ~ivelisities. I
would like to combine them. How m$11y licenses does Stanfolid
have? Are they licensed? iIow many patents do you have;
alie they licensed excl~sively? What kind of money is
involved? How is it managed -- Who ovelisees it?

MR, RE.IMERS: our pliogliam started in 1970. We
had no progliam before that. It' s been a one-man band ~til

ealilier this year when we got another person. We had about
400 disclosulies over that period which averages about five
or six a month. Oli about 60- to 70-odd a year. Before that,
it was about 20 a yeali.

So we had a decided increase in the number of
disclosures because of the licensing program. We did a
study this summer to f~dout where we were to see if we
could lealin from OUli past experience. and we fo~d that we
took On -- Our program is pptional. by the way. for inventors
at Stanford.

We took on 23 percent of the disclosures for
licensing of the 23 percent; we licensed one-third. Our
income increased from zero to $55·.,000 the first year; and
for the ~iversity fiscal year that ended August 31. we took
in $285,000.
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ME. HII,r. : 'l'llanls; you.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. Hill, it is. a pleasure to
have you with us.

MR. HILL: Mr. Johnson, gentlemen. I am before
you today on behalf of the Standard oil Company of Indiana.

As has been mentioned, I ama director of a
portion of our patent and licensing department having
responsibility for patents and licensing efforts relating
to petroleum and corporate matters.

Under date of Novelliber 11, Dr. McHenry, who is
Vice President for Research with one of our affiliate
companies, sent a letter to Mr. Cage stating that, and I
will paraphrase, ·We are in accord with policies set forth
in paragraph 9-9.100 of the proposed patent regulations for
the Energy Reaearch and Development Administration.· He goes
on to point out that ·We feel that the cooperation between
ERDA and industry will proceed to the fullest extent if it
can be fostered by granting industry title to patents which
are conceived in the course of contractual work, We also
take note of the various waiver provisions.·

Like others that have spoken before, we trust
these will not constitute a roadblock in any way. I would
like to say a few things additionallY, trying to set in
perspective our company and how we feel we could relate to
ERDA and the type of policy you are proposing.

Standard is a holding company. It is a parent of
the Amoco family of operating companies. We have extensive
facilities for R and D located at Naperville, Illinois, and
Tulsa, Oklahoma. At the former--stte our R and D efforts
specialize in studies of petroleum refining, petrochemicals
and various hardware projects. At the Oklahoma site the work
is devoted primarily to studies of petroleum production.

The Standard Oil Company of Indiana, together with
its affiliates, has an obvious interest in the development
of new enginee:dng sources. Our companies have given much
attention to synthetic fuels. This has included the first
major development, now under way, for producing oil from
shale, a strong R and D effort in producing oil from tar
sand and close surveillance of coal gasification and liqui
fication. Additionally, our companies have been very active
in maximizing the production of crude petroleum through the
development of secondary and tertiary recovery techniques,
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MR. HILL: Extraordinary circ~stances, that is
correct.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: May I ask you a general question
about the policies of Standard Oil of Indiana with regard to
licensing inventions that it owns?

MR. HILL: Of our own?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Yes.

MR. HILL: We have an ongoing licensing policy
which we consider a successful one. We do not conduct
research and development primarily for licensing revenue,
but where the licensing can be accomplished in harmony with
other corporate objectives we certainly will attempt to do
so.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Can you give us any general
estimate of the number of licenses that you have?

MR. HILL: I don' t have an exact number in mind.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: A ballpark figure.

MR. HILL: Somewhere probably around 100.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Are these in current technology?
Would you describe it as technology that is five years old
as far as the company is. concerned?

MR. HILL: Some of it goes back, say, 15 years or
so. Other parts of it are quite new.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Are there other questions?

Mr. Hill.

MR. JEFFERSON HILL: Yes, just one question,
Mr. Hill. These licenses you have granted, could you
characterize them as being for American companies or foreign.
sources, just a ballpark?

MR. PHILIP HILL: They are both. You are asking
for a ro~gh estimate betwee~ foreign and domestic?

MR. JEFFERSON HILL: Yes.



WealsQ facete~~ific risks in some of these
projects, both in thelikelihOQq of success and also with
the very real question of how many techniques may be commer
cially operable in the near future.

More than likely, they are longer range, and it
isn't possible to put allot your research effort into
extremely long range items. we feel there is a real need
for contributions from both sectors.

DR. WHITE; Thank you.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON; Mr. Ritzmann.

MR. RITZMANN; I have several questions.

One, three of the university participants today
spoke in favor of Institutional Patent Agreements. Would
changing ERDA's patent policy to accamodate Institutional
Patent Agreements, as the universities discussed them today,
in any way affect· your favorable reaction to ERDA's patent
policy?

MR. HILL; No, it does not.

MR. RITZMANN; So you are speaking primarily from
Standard Oil of Indiana's viewpoint?

MR. HILL; This is correct.

MR. RITZMANN; And its ability to participate?

MR. H:rLL; That is correct.

MR. RITZMANN ; OPes Standard Oil have an active
licensing-patent policy? Does it actively go out to license
patents to seek royalty income, or does it take a passive
approach? That is, do you wait for people to seek you o~

do you actually market patents?

MR. HILL; We actively seek business.

MR. RITZMANN; One of the witnesses today said
that industry does a great deal of defensive research
because of the patent system. Can you comment. wlletller
Standard Oil of Indiana engages in defensive research to
protect its abilities?

283
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~. IUTZMNm; There. could be background rights,
couldn't the.re, if ~ey hC\ve. prior expe.rtise. in a field which
you ask them to perform research and development?

MR. HILL; No. Background rights do not enter the
picture, no.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. Goodwin.

MR. GOODWIN: I take it you don I t regard the·
administrative burden of seeking a waiver as disproportionate
to the goal of trying to balance industry, Govemment and
public interests in this situation?

MR. HILL: Not yet, anyway.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON; Dr. White.

DR. WHITE: Phil, we are looking at cost: sharing
in many of these contracts with private industry, SO/50 for
large pilot plants, I believe it is covered in the legis
lation this way, that if we share the risk we share the
reward.

Even were there a waiver, or whereby the Govem
ment license arrangement might provide for inViting any
royalty income for third parties, basically the amount of
money that is 'put in is it.

From thestandpo:l;nt of your company, has this
been seen as an acceptable type of approach, that there is
a cost sharing contract?

MR. HILL; Yes, it has.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. Denny,

MR. DENNY: I would like to state I. am glad that
at least part of industry is interpreting this complicated
regulation in the. manner in which it was intended to be
interpreted.

MR. HILL: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Well, there is a lot of language
right in the very beginning, the first paragraph, the general
approach one would take to this policy.
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As far as ~ay araconcarned, ERDA's grant of
money is a windfall. It is just priming the pump for them.

Anything you care to impose upon them they will
accept as a reasonable businessman because as long as the
administrative burden is not greater than the amount of
dollars they obtain from you, they are ahead of the game.

Indeed, they are way abead of the game with ERDA
patent policy in terms of proposed mandatory licensing
because any other small institution not in their position
that develops a significant breakthrough based on their
work who obtains a patent position will be impotent to
preclude them from taking those developments and using them
to their own commercial advantage.

If I were general counsel of such a corporation,
the last thing that I would want to see ~s incentive to
invent on the part of the small- or medium-sized corporation,
because that would result in patents fOr those corporations
which could block me and my corporation from utilizing that
new development.

However, there are other institutions, organi
zations which the objective functions stated here are
designed to bring out~ namely, those small- and medium
sized corporations who will not invent as a matter of
course in this area and technology, who will not sell
oil no matter what~

What incentive are we going to provide for them?

Or do we really genuinely believe that invention
comes about only in big bUildings with a lot of equipment
and a lot of MOnet backing it up?

If that is the case, then we don't have to worry
about it at all. But the fact that we don't have a cure
for cancer today demonstrates that money alone is not
enough.

We need the people at the right time, at the
right place with the right emotional and intellectual back
ground to provide the breakthrough.

Now, there is not the slightest question that
for the small- and medium-sized corporation, the mere
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percentage operator, you are not going to bring out the
research and development people and capabilities that are
necessary.

well, what will bring them out?

The same thing that has brought out people since
the beginning and inception of this country -- an opportu
nity to make it big, an opportunity to become like Standard
Oil of Indiana someday.

But you cannot make it big when you are small
without property rights because, without property rights,
which is what compulsory licensing eliminates, property
rights -- Without property rights anybody can take it.

~e larger ones take it and the small one
cannot compete with the larger one in marketing, dis
tribution,merchandising and any of the other competitive
factors.

It would be pathetic indeed, however, if I
were to urge upon you the elimination of mandatory
licensing, not the elimination -- the preclusion of
mandatory licensing and the preclusion of acquiring back
ground patent rights if indeed some little research
institution that came through with the breakthrough that
we need, that eliminated the threat of OPEC's embargoing
oil, that eliminated the need for Secretary of State
Kissinger to spend so much of his State Department time
placating OPEC countries,

It would be pathetic if that small institution.
became the replacement tyrant for the OPEC countries.

But in this country it is categorically
impossible for such a breakthrough institution to do it.

To begin with, the patent statute provides for
injunctive relief.

It is not mandatory.

There have been cases where courts have
refused to grant an injunction against an infringer who
was in fact infringing a valid patent, where public
interest was paramount, such as Activated .Sludge versus
the City of Milwaukee.
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The ~lte~~tive to no ~andqtory licensing, the
alternative to no pi~acy of backgxound ~igbts, is some
incentive to invent with an occasional litigation in the
rare instance where you have succeeded in pulling these
inventors out of the wall and coming up with the break
through.

After all, what we are looking for is not this
incredible pile of paper. We are looking for inventions.

Not one person in this room is going to make
a single contribution to the solution of the energy problem.
It is the inventors and the high tecbnology corporations.

We are largely dead wood, as are the legislators,

The only thing that they can ,contribute are the
dollars that may provide some start-up help. But dollars
without incentive to make it big is indeed not the way to
bring out the most productive and the most effective in our
inventing society.

Reep in mind that there is a provision with
respect to mandatory licensing that says, well, you don't
have to have mandatory licensing, If it can be demonstrated
that "commercialalternatives are available," then the
whole issue of mandatory licensing is nonsense. Moreover
there would be no mandatory licensing if "the contractor
by itself or. with its licensees, is supplying the market
in sufficient quantities and at a reasonablepr!ce.

Who in the hell is supposed to dete~ine what
a reasonable price is?

I will tell you what I consider a reasonable
price for this institution to denominate as its pOlicy.
Any price less than a barrel of OPEC oil. Anything less
than that is not a reasonable p~ice.

But here we have the term D a reasonable price."
What is that going to mean in future inte~retation?

If you really mean what you have said, why don't
you say any price less than a barrel of OPEC oil, by any
amount, is a reasonable price?

Then I will have no objeotion to that part.

2!lJ,
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DR. Kl\YTON; I a,m ~o happ¥, that you a~ked that
question. I a,m really ~o grateful that you did, because
you realize that a big part of what we are doing here today
is .a Charade imposed upon us by the legislature.

There is not one thing that you have heard today
or you will hear tomorrow that anybody in his right mind who
has been in this field for five or ten years does not know.
We know what the corporate objectives of the different
corporations are. We know all of those things. One of the
things that is laid out under the statute for you to do is
to collect empirical data. What empirical data? What
kind of fraud does that mean?

The only empirical data that exists are the
kinds of testimony that you hear today. We can't go inside
the minds of every human being and say: As of this date,
what will produce invention? But we are not total ignora
muses. We know the way the world functions. We know what
motivates people.

It is true, Jack Rabinow was here this morning
I understand, and testified. And Jack Rabinow will invent
if he is put in a tiger's cage. One person said he will
invent even if he is standinq on his head in a telephone
booth.

But the fact of the matter is, most invention
is done by human 'beinqs, not the machines, not the
corporations, but by human beings. And we know what
motivates human beings.

To talk about data is absolutely a fraud here,
to ask for empirical data. What we do know is what
Professor Jewkes demonstrated in his maqnificant work. That
is that more than 50 percent of the siqnificant inventions
in this century up until the mid-50s came from individuals
and very, very small corporate entities. That we do know.

Then the question should be addressed: How do
you 'let individuals to invent and small corporations? Of
course, if you want to discount them completely, and function
with the other 50 percent, fine. But we do know, I know
from hundreds of phonecalls a year, hundreds of letters a
year from these individual inventors what motivates them.
They want to make it big, and that is their motivation.

I can give you that as empirical data.
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UNITED STA:!'ES OF AMERICA

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

PUBLIC lIEARING ON

ERDA PATENT POL;IcY

Germantown Auditorium
Germantxown, Maryland

Wednesday, 19 November 1975

Hearing in the above-entitled matter was reconvened,

pursuant to adjournment, at 9:20 a.m., R. Tenney Johnson,

ERDA General Counsel, presiding.

Present:

(As heretofore noted.l
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prepared statelllents for your consideration, and tqgether
with Mr. Green, we will then be glad to try to answer any
questions that we can.

As a developer and manufacturer of electrical
generation and transmission equipment, General Electric
Company has a con~iderable interest in the Patent and
data policies of the Energy Research and Develqplllent
Administration. The views of the company were presented
to Congress thrqugh its staff members at the, time the
Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act
of 1974 was enacted. We welcome this opport~ity to
comment on ERDA policies as they Aavedevelqped over
this past year.

A number of our COlllPonents are already serving
as contractors to ERDA both in the nuclear and the non
nuclear areas and, hopefully, we will be able to lI\CIke
significant contributions in the coming years to the
solutiqns of our nation's energy problems. However, if
we and other members of American ind1.l.stry are to be
enabled to do this, it is important that ERDA patent
and data policies stimulate rather than retard the
introduction of new technology into commercial products.
It is on this basic point that our comments today are
taken, ~. Finger's pre,sentation being directed to data,
affairs, While mine will be directed to patent matters.

Mr. Finger will lead.

MR. RAWICZ: All right.

MR. FINGER: Thank yqu, Mr. Chairman.

My name is !!arQld B. Finger. I am the General
Manager of General Electric's Center for Energy Systems
located in Washington, D. C. Prior to my jqining General
Electric three years ago, I spent almost 29 years in gqvern
ment assignlllents including NASA, AEC, and HUD. As a result
of my days in government seqice, I believe that I am aware
of the problems and headaches ,of running a program from the
government I s side of things, but also recognize the illlPQr
tance of clear data and, I might add, patent policy.

In llIY present capacity with General Electric,
I am involved in attelllPting to bring tqgether the diverse
resources of the General Electric company, to focus on
meeting our national energy needs. In this rqle, I have
frequently felt like a marriage broker in attelllPting to
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My organization has been involVed in a number of
situations within the past year in which we have asked GE
business departments and divisions who have never dQne
Rand D for the government if they would considerpartici
pating in Rand D programs under a contract from ERDA. I
can assure you that technical data considerations have
loomed very large in these situations.

In considering whether or not to participate,
the two major questions that are asked concerning technical
data are:

(1) Would we be free to use the reJil]llts of our
efforts in our own business? And;

(2) Is there any risk that any of our proprietary
background data could become available to a competitor as a
result of our participation?

In my view, the answers to these ·two questions
are crucial to meaningful and enthusiastic participation by
indust:cy in .ERDJ\. 's programs. Unfortunately, we do not see
ERDA's proposed practices and pOlicies treating these issues
in a manner which will encourage widespread indust:cy support.

Let me take the first of these two issues.

We believe the contractor should have the right
to use the data it develOps under ERDA contracts.

We .bel!eve this point is necessary to fulfill
ERDA's primary objectives, which include:

(1) making the benefits of its energy research;
development,· and demonstration programs widelY available to
the public in the shortest practical time; and

(2) promoting the commercial utilization of the
teChnology developed W),der ERDA programs.·

It seems clear to us that these objectives
clearly point towards rapid and widespread dissemination
of the technical data developed under ERDA programs and
that anyone who can apply the data to achieve useful results
ought to be encouraged to do so as rapidly as possible. Yet,
in our experience, ERDA RFPs and proposed contract terlllshave
generally included provisions that would limit the contractor's
right either to disclose or use the technical data produced
under.the contract.
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set out in the proposedpolioy. Pursuant to these provi
sions, the contractor ma.y be required to furnish its pro
prietary data to the government and to third parties. We
are particula.rly concerned about two aspects of these
optional clauses:

(1) the lack of olear instruction and guidance
concerning when and where they are to be used; and even
more importantly,

(2) the possible dissemination of the proprietary
data so acquired by the Government.

To explain our concerns about the optional
clauses as they pertain to the treatment of contractor's
proprietary data, I sho~drelate to you some of the experi
ence we have had concerning a number of potential contracts
that generally are called R and D contracts, but which more
accurately should be called "what could be developed" con
tracts. They are "study" contracts. Obviously, in seeking
out promising avenues for future development effort, it
makes good sense for ERDA to contract with experienced
manufacturers to see whether or not systems utilizing
equipment similar to, but more advanced than, current
equipment could be developed for a .. new application.
Typically, a study contract of this nature would include
laying out conceptual designs for the system involved.
No product design or manufacturing technology is actually
developed under·the contract and no hardware is produced.

The ERDA position with Which we ha.ve been con
fronted in the case of these study contracts is that the
contractor must cOIlllllit to furnish, at the request of the
government, any of its proprietary data that may be neces
sary for the production of any item included in the con
ceptual design. This approach to the treatment of contractor
proprietary data has had a decidedly chilling effect on the
willingness of some of our manufacturing components to lend
support to such contra.cts. I think you understand why.

Frankly, we had hoped that ERDA~s proposed data
policies, when published, would deliver us from this dileIllllla,
but when we review the text of the proposed regulations, we
are unable to discover what ERDA's position wou:\.d be:l,n
respect to the situation I have just described. Theoptional
clauses such as 4(g) and (h) cannot logioally or fairly be
applied to study cQntracts, and the re9'1.llations should make
this clear.



that ERDA can develop a uniform approach to contractors'
inventions in both nuclear and nonnuclear programs, and,
in fact, it has already taken a major step in that direction
in its proposed regulations. Thus, no statutory changeS
appear to be essential at this time to allow effective ERDA
contracting.
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A specific point for consideration is, of course,
whether mandatory licensing of energy-related patents is
needed to carry out the purposes of the Nonnuclear Act.
As a general proposition, we believe mandatory licensing
is not in the best interests of the nation. It is not
helpfuL to the progress of science since it encourages
companies to. be followers rather ~han doing independent
research.

The obvious question is: Why risk money on
reSearch and development if you are assured that you can
pick up your competitor's innovative work for a modest
royalty?

In our judgment, the country needs a strong
technical effort. stimulated by competitive research, and
mandatory licensing works in exactly the opposite direction.
It would detract from, :l:ather than add to, our country's
technological leadership, History tells us that mandatory
licensing is not necessary; the outstanding technical
advances of this country have been made without it, and
equitable relief in the courts as well as other rights of
the sovereign exist i.I\ the event that we actually ever do
encounter the bogeyman of a blocking patent used against·
the public interest in the energy field.

There may be a fear on the part of some that
without ~datory licensing, presently existing patents
of ERDA contractors can interfere with ongoing ERDA devel
opments and the commercial use of such developments. This
apprehension is fully met by proper use.of the backgroWld
patent provision -- paragraph k -- of the proposed patents
clause, the long-form cJ,ause, 9-9.l07.5(a). Arty company
accepting ERDA contracts agrees to make its background
patents available to others in appropriate circumstances
in the area covered by the contract, so that background
patents canpot be' used to stake out an unjustified,
exclusive position on ERDA-financed developments. To
go beyond this and require mandatory liCensing of pri
vately fWlded developments is to cast a pall on the
desirability of such work, that is, priv~tely funded
work.
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are not prepared to ask for an amendment of the Nonnuclear
Act or the Atomic Energy Act.

In respect to the current regulations and con
tract clauses pertaining t6 ~Qreground rights, we feel two
specific changes should be made, both pertaining to the
minimum rights retained by the contractors, The first of
~hese deals with the non-e~clusive license retained by the
contractor. The license under the present regulations will
almost always be a revocable rather than an irrevocable
license. This, it seems to us, can act as a disincentive
to the contractor's making long-range plans to use the
contract inventions. I really bel~eve this is so.

Businessmen necessarily prefer an atmosphere of
certainty as to patent matters when deciding whether to risk
funds on new product design and development. We grant that
the present contract clauses will in many instances provide
sufficient assurance. Nonetheless, to avOid any problems
in that regard, we believe that ~t would be better standard
procedure for the retained license to be irrevoca!:)le.. barring
some egregious, after-the-fact conduct by the contractor.

The second change we suggest is in the contract
provision deal~ng with foreign patent rights. As this
clause nQw stands, there is still uncertainty as to .whether
the contractor may fl1e foreign patent applications on its
inventions when the government has not elected to secure
such rights. Instead of the contractor having an assured
right to proceed when the government doesn't, it must now
seek administrative approval in each ~nstance.

This is time consuming, adds additional e~ense

for both the contractor and the government, and ruIlS the
risk of important foreign patent coverage being lost. J;n
no circumstances of which we are aware could there be a
detriment to the public ~f the contractor held an immediate
right to file abroad when the government doesn't.

Without foreign patents corresponding to u. S.
patents on contract inventions, the contract developments
can be freely copied by foreign manufacturers for use in
their home countries without any monetary payment or trade
of rights under their developments. This is our understanding.

Since the files of ERDA, just like those of any
other entity of the U. S. government, must be made generally
available, alld since access will be thereby afforded to much,
if not: all, of the technical information generated under its
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Mr. Del:\ny( I think we a9ree with you
area has progressed more rapidly
the data area will probably catch

vein.
cited

Our comments are offered in that constructive
The situation we have run into il:\ the data area we

really covered both situations.

~
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we have yielded in accepting some terms that we
felt were totallY inadequate. For example~ in the issue
related to the right to use the data during development,
we have a broad range of variations in contracts that we
have negotiated. They go all the way from a limitation
that the contractor can not use the data in any activities
ot~er than the performance of the specific contract to
limitations which are delays in time, that he cannot use
the data without it first having been published or issued
by the Government, or he cannot use it until it has been
reported to the Government.

I would say we have not walked away from a con
tract because of that problem, but the situatiol:\ is not a
satisfactory one. I think what we are pointing out. is also
a very wide variety of interPretations put on these terms.
Unless there is an explicit statement that as a matter of
principle the contractor has the right to use the data
developed under the contract, then there are going to be
interPretations in the field that are incol:\sistent, and
there will be contract nego.tiation problems.

In certain cases, you will clearly not be able
to get participation of the commercial entities of the
various companies to respond because of a concern that
they are I:\ot gettil:\g sufficient benefit from the cOl:ltract
and jeopardizil:lg, potentially jeopardizil:lg, background
data in addition.

We are trying to overcome both of those issues.

MR. MANBECK: May I add that this does introduce
very, very si9l:lificant delays in contractil:lg, particularly
where you are drawingil:l elements from a multi-lil:le compal:lY.

You Jr_"lOW i the oOlllllleroial businesses are used to
living in differel:lt worlds and have diffiCUlty understandil:lg
the clauses sometimes. Not that there is al:lythil:lg wrol:lg
with the way the clauses are drafted, they are clear eI:lough.. ".' . . ..
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MR. EDEN: Mr. Manbeck, l; am somewhat surprised

by your proposal that G.E. be afforded an irrevocable non
exclusive license on the inventions which occur in the
course of an ERDA contract.
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Are you aware of the reaflon why the legislation
wafl designed to prevent the grant of an irrevocable license?

MR. MANBECK; I believe so. That is, I believe
I am aware.

The problem is, if you look at the contract, and
I don't wish to place this point in a magnitude which is
out of relation to its true importance, the data question
that we are talking about and thetreat;ment of background
patents, I think are probably more important. When r look
at the ERDA clauses it seems to me they say that if you
are using the technology, the license ,can't be revoked,
or if it is getting clofle to use, as I read it, i~ can't
be revoked.

What troubles me, somewhat, Ls what about the
one whe.re it tqkes ten years to get to the commercial
application, and this happens. Thifl happenS; it's coming
along Slowly or else there is other technology that has
to be brought to bear before you can move forwaJ;."dwith
the invention. I think it is jUflt undesirable for the
contractor not to be able to know he can go ahead with
what he invented albeit under the Government contract.

I don't know whether that answers your question,
but I hope it explains our feeling·.

MR. KIMBALL; Mr. Manbeck, the task force heard
comments yesterday with reflpect to the proposed ERDA waiver
policy statement which indicated much fltronger objections
than your apparent "wait and see" attitude with respect to
its length.

I would like to inquire, You say you have a
suspicion that this policy will lead to a situation where
few waivers wi;J.l be requeflted andJ;ew will be granted. Do
you have a basis for thifl? Is thifl based on discussions
with your compatriots in industry, or what is the reason
for it?

MR. MANBECK; No, not with our compatriotfl in
indufltry. It is an internal feeling.
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There is still a second administrative step

there. What we are urging is a practice where, once the
Government says, "No, we are not going to," that then we
or any other contractor may immediately step in without
further administrative permission.

MR. RITZMANN: Thank you.

MR. RAWICZ: We appreciate the time and effort
you took to come down here and present the statement.
Thank YO\l.

MR. MANBECK: Thank you.

MR. RAWICZ: Since it is 10 o'clock, I would
prefer that we continue on. If anybody wants the coffee,
it will probably be up in the lobby area. Feel free to
go up there, so long as our next speaker won't mind too
much the noise and shuffling of paper.

Next, we have Mr. Tormey and Mr. Lee Humphrie
from Rockwell International Corporation.

MR. TORMEY: I am John F. Tormey, Director of
Research and Engineering of the North American Space
Operations of Rockwell International Corporation. The
viewpoint regarding the ERDA patent statutory enactments
that I wish to present for consideration by this Inter
agency Task Force is our company position, as well as
my own.

Together with all informed Americans, we are
acutely aware of the critical nature of ERDA's mission
and strongly support its activity directed towards the
development and ultimate commercial utilization of all
efficient sources of energy. It is indeed a time of
crisis requiring compromise, sacrifice, and hard work.

My company is keenly interested both in
participating in the ERDA mission and in entering into
its commercial phases. Rockwell is currently active in
both the nuclear and nonnuclear energy fields. I believe
we have the technical skills and background to make a
significant contribution.

We, therefore, along with you gentlemen, con
sider it critical that ERDA·'s patent policy be such as
to foster optimum industrial participation and thus insure
the most rapid and efficient accomplishment of the mission.
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1. Retaining title at the source p~ovides

added incentive;

2. Retaining title at the source is consistent
with present u. S. paten~ concept;

3. Retaining title at the source promotes over
all efficiency;

4. Retaining title at the source is in the
public interest; and

5. Retaining title at the source encourages
the best contractors to work for ERDA.

Let me put it even more succinctly. We base our
case on: Incentivization, constitutionality, efficiency,
public interest, and industry participation.

We need spend a little time here establishing
the desirability of a commercial incentive to accomplish
the aims of ERDA. The question is not whether, but how.

All are agreed that, with positive, significant
incentive, the technology to provide adequate energy will
be developed by the participants more rapidly and effec-
tively. ' ,

Our u. S. patent system is based on the incentive
principle of source ownership, expressed in Article I.,
Section 8, of the Constitution. It is also an empirical
fact that ownership of a patent at the source has proven
of greater benefit to the public than government ownership.

Granting to the source of technology or the
inventor, a period of exclusivity in return for making
the invention and disclosing it, is provided for under the
Constitution and patent laws specifically for the purpOse
of benefiting the "public interest."

A patent system in which patent ownership goes
to the government does not generally serve these pu~oses,

nor oonform to these basic tenants. Patents whose title
reside with the government become a government franchise,
government license, or government property to be distributed
on the basis of utilization and subject to all the natural
vicissitudes of that process.
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When the rights are transferred to the govern
ment, there are long and expensive negotiations as to what
rights the contractor may retain. Time is lost both on
the side of· the government and on the side of the contractor
in attempting to define what rights the contractor is
entitled to under the laws and regulations, and whether
or not his particular facts and circumstances entitle him
to more or less of these rights.

Effort must also be expended in the way of
petitioning for additional rights. Determinations must
be made by the government personnel. These lengthy nego
tiations, difficult administration, and associated effort
can be avoided by simply leaving the title in the con
tractor where utilization will be effected by normal
business forces.

It has been observed, by virtue of the Public
Citizens litigation, that there is a substantial question
as to whether or not patent rights have been constitutionally
granted by the government.

It is also pointed out that, under the current
regulations, even when rights are granted back to the con
tractor by the government, there are limitations as to
time, "march-in" rights, and limited sublicense rights.

Thus, patent rights do not come back from the
government in as clean a form as when they were released.

In practically all cases~ a potential licensee
interested in a new technology developed by another con
tractor ought to be able to obtain more, better, and
fresher information including know-how, from the con
tractor than the government.

The patent license and patent data from the
government will in most cases be quite sterile and dated,
because .the government cannot in every case be assured
that it has the latest, most up-to-date development on
the particular technology,

The contractor, in a real-time situation, so
to speak, is ordinarily in a better position to make such
assessment and to make known the full scope of the tech
nology and the limitations on the use of it. It seems to
be a pretty good maxim, "If you want to find out about a
subject, go to the source." This is another reason for
leaving patent rights at the source.
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The "public interest" is also served by there
being provided incentives at the source. Such incentives
are provided by our patent laws. The "public interest.. is
not served by complex administration or rules and regula
tions which result in title to blocks of inventions and
patents residing more or less dormant in the government.

It is in the "public interest," also, that the
private industries of the country be encouraged to take
contracts with the government in the fields of their
expertise. This encouragement is in the "government's
best interest" and the "public's best interest." This
is the way in which the best answers can be obtained to
problems, that is, by having the experts undertake the
work.

However, such encouragement does not exist if
the government, under the banner of "public interest,"
takes title and leaves, for example, only a revocable,
nonexclusive license with the contractor.

It appears to be strongly in the "public
interest" to be able to say the following to the public:

"Mr. Public, the government has sponsored
development of EWAtechnology and it.has been
brought into being for you under a government
contract. The patent inventions coming from
that government-sponsored contract have either
been brought into practical application by the
contractor, or you can go to the contractor
and get a license. If pUblic health, safety,
or welfare was an express, principal purpose
of the contract, you, Mr. Public, may obtain
a royalty-free license; or, if the contractor
made a contribution at private expense toward.
the making of the invention, you can obtain a
license ata reasonable royalty."

It is not in the "public interest" that the
government own title to 50,000 or 60,000 inventions,
of which it will only license approximately 1,000.

This situation occurred during the period of
1963 to 1972. It is noted from the Annual Report on
Government Patent Policy that, while contractors reported
66,619 inventions, only 7,503 patents were obtained by the
government from those inventions in the same ten-year period ••
Government filing on contractor inventions averaged about
10 percent.
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In closing, it is oUr recommendation that ERDA

seriously reconsider the matter of ownership of patent
rights under government contracting. We believe there is
a much simpler, more effective, more efficient way than
is presently in use.

Contractors should be allowed to retain title
with provisions which meet the government interest and
the "public interest" as spelled out in the AlA proposed
Act.

Such philosophy can serve to maintain a strong
industrial base having a vital interest in fUlfilling the
requirements and goals of government procurement, particu
larly those of ERDA.

(AlA Proposed Act follows.)
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INT?ODUC'rION

Current Federal policies governing the allocation of
ri'Jhts to inventions made in the performance of research
and development work in a Governmen t contract. (" SUbject
Inventions") or patents that issue thereon ("Subject
Patents") ""' ; ..L,' ra·ther than effectively utilize incen
tives inherent in the United States Patent System; often
restrain competent firms from competing for Government
contracts; unriecessarily complicate the procurement
process; and discourage the expenditure of private funds
in research and development efforts in areas of concern
to the Government. That" present Federal patent pOlicies
have these adverse impacts is not only the conclusion of
.a concerned industry, but the findings of the Government
funded Harbridge Bouse study as well as the Conunission
on Government Procurement.

Accordingly, the Aerospace Industries Association of
America, Inc., (AIA) believes it to be in the public
interest that the Congress promulgate a Federal policy on
the allocation of rights to Subject Inventions and Subject
Patents; that such policy be uniformly administered but
sufficiently flexible to accommodate1:he different mis
sions and objectives of the various Federal agencies and
to recognize the equities of the parties involved, namely
t r.o Public, Government and Contractor, and that such
policy effectively utilize the incentives of the Patent
System provided for in the Constitution.

TO these purposes the AIl'. has developed and proposes
the annexed draft s·tatute.

BACKGROUND

The concept of a patent system and the incentives
inher6nt in such a system to induce invention, is not new.
The e a r Ldc s t; presently known record of a patent system in
the "Old \'/orld" is about; 600 B. C. or 25 00 years ago. In
tile "Ne"j I'iQr1d"·. the Genera]: Court of 'Mo.ss·6:chusetts issued
its first patent in 1641. The farsighted men who drafted
our Constitution provided for a U.S. patent system.
(AR'r. I).

An important point to bear in mind is that the stated
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patent system stimulates the investment
of additional capital needed for the
further development and TI'.arketing of the
.i nvon t i.on . In return, the patent owner
is given the right, for a limited period,
to exclude others from making, using or
selling the invented patent or process.

"Third, by affording protection, a patent
system encourages early public disclosure
of technological information, some of
which might otherwise be kept secret.
Early disclosure reduces the likelihood
of duplication of effort by others and
provides a basis for further advances in
the technology involved.

"Fourth, a patent system promotes the
beneficial exchange of products, services,
and technological information across na-
tional boundaries by providing prdtection
for industrial property of foreign
nations. II

These incentives for inventing and for private in
vestment and the encouragement of private competition
in research and development provided by our Patent
System r e s u Lt in advancing technology and bringing the
fruits oZ such efforts to the public. A patent is a
commerciill, competitive tool which serves the public
and achieves the goal envisioned in the Constitution
of advancing technology for the public good. There
fore, industry and private persons should own patents 
the Government should not: ~

A patent in the hands of t.he Government, as distin
guished from one in the hands of an individual or company
competing in the market place, removes the incentive and
encouragement of competition to invent offered by our
Patent System. 'fhe Government does not. and should not
compete :"01' a share of the market, and therefore cannot
usc the pat c n t; as a competitive tool. It wou l.d be an
anomaly indeed if the Government were to sue to enjoin
the use of a patent which the Government holds for ·the
benefit df the public, thereby pr~cluding an alleged in
fringer from bringing the patented invention to the
public.
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IMPACT OF FEDERAL POLICIES ON PROCUREMENT PROCESS

Some factual data is available as to the impact of
Federal .i nve n t i.on po Li.c i.e a on the procurement process.
In a study conducted by Harbridge House, Inc., for the
Committee on Government Patent Policv of th8 Federal
Council for Science and 'l'echrlOlogy, the final report
dated May 1962 sets forth the following two findings:

1) With respect to effect of Government pa
tent pOlicy on industry participation in
Government research and development pro
grams:

"The major adverse effects of (Govern
ment) patent pOlicy on participation
are program delay, loss of partici
pants, diversion of private funds
from Government lines of r osearch ,
and refusal to use Government inven
tions and research when questions
regarding a company'spropriatary
pas j; tion are raised. These adverse
effects occur selectively, but they
have occurred at important points
in Government programs observed in
the study." (p , 1-42)

2) With respect to the effects of Government
patent. policy on a major Government pro
gram (National Institutes of Health):

"In summary, many extremely important
contracts among academic, .indus t r i.aL,
and Government researchers in areas
outside of cancer and malari~ have
been either eliminated or seriOUSly
decreased because of the current
patent pOlicy and the consequent
threat of 'contamination' of indus
trial research." (p. 1-47)

Thus ,this study conducted fox' the Cove r runcn t; indicates
that, as to research and development, Government patent
pOlicy, particularly a "title pOlicy," has had a signi
ficantly acverse impact at important points in Government
prcCJrams.

Most Government con·tract activities require a very
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that such a pOlicy shquld utilize the incentives of our
Patent System to the fullest extent possible. To these
ends ::he All'. in the attached d:caft. "Government Procure
ment Inventions Act of 197-" proposes a Federal patent
pOlicy which, in essence, is a "license policy." Thus,
the contractor would retain rights in Subje8t Inventions
and Subject Patents, and the Government would receive a
royalty-free nonexclusive license therein together with
a right to grant sublicenses under certain conditions.
Also the Government and Public would obtain "march in
rights" under which licenses would be granted in certain
specified circumstances. such licenses being royalty-free
or royalty-bearing depending upon the equities of the
situation. This policy in its essentials is similar to
the alternative recommendation of the Corunission on Go
vernment Procurement.

In the proposed statute:
Section 2 references an Appendix "A" which contains

definitions. the more important ones comprising: .
"Contract" - It is important that the allocation of

invention rights be applicable only to a "Contract" having
as a specified purpose the conduct of development or
research work. This eliminates the unnecessary adm i.n.i s t r a-:
tive burdens of applying the pOlicy to the many thousands
of con t.rac t s issued for standard comme r c i.a L items and the
like.

"Subject Invention" - The term "Subject Invent:ion"
means any invention! discovery, innovation, or improvement
wh i.ch , without regard to the patentabillt:y thereof, falls
wit.h i.n the classes of patentable subject matter defined
in TitL; 35. United States Code. Section 101, and is made
by the Con tractor in the perfo.rmance of experimental,
developmental or research work called for by the Contract.

"Naee" - This term is defined as the conception or
reduction to an operable physical embodiment for the firSt
time or the first practice of a process, in order to over
come certain inequities now be i.nq experienced under current
Federal pOlicies and practices. The contractor retains
undiluted rights in his inventions which were "made" prior
to en teri ng the Government contract. l.ccordingly. ·the term
"made" determines whether the Government acquires any rights
to an invention. ThUS, if a contractor has built an
operable phy s LcaI ernbo d i.men t; or practiced a process prior
to contract t.ho n J:1e should retain full rights t·hBxein and
tI:c Government should not acquire any rights the.rein.
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Section 5(c)
This section requires a Contractor to notify the Go

vernmant if it elects not to file a patent application
on a ftSubject Invention", or has filed but elects not to
continue prosecution of a patent application. Notice
must be qiven to the Governmeni: wi thin a r e e so n ab Le t.Lrne ,
and as to any such no n-te Lec.te d invention, a Contractor
is obligated to assign title therein to the Government,
reserving to the Contractor a license of the same scope
as that granted to the Government where the contractor
retains title. This Section permits the Government to
file "defensive patent applications" where it is deemed
appropriate to do so.

Section 5(d)
------Under this section, Government-owned inventions ac
quired under 5(c) may be licensed on a nonexclusive basis
to any responsible member of the public, either on a
royalty bearing or royalty free basis, as the Government
may determine reasonable under the circumstances.

Section 6(a)
Contains assurances that the pUblic will benefit from,

and have available for use, inventions made under a Go-
vcrnrnant; contract where specia.l circumst.ances surround the
invention or its particular field of technology.

Specifically, this Section provides that, in certain
circumstances, any person may obtain a license to a patent
issuing for a "Subject Invention". The circumstances are:

(1) when a Government regulation requires the
use of the invention by such person, or
at least

(2) such commercial use was an express, prin
cipal purpose of ·the contract; or

(3) where exploration into technical fields
which primarily concern public health,
safety, or welfare was an express, prin
cipal purpose of the contrac·t; or

(4) the invention is within a field where
the Governmept has been the principal
developer.

In the situations enumerated, the public shall have a
right to a royalty-free li';ense unless the Con t.r ac t.o r has
made a contribution at private expense toward t.he making
of .the i.:.vention, an.I in that event, the Contractor would
be entitled to a reasonable return, or royalty, based on
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fields' of expertise without compromising entirely his
technical advantage.

Section 8
Several decisions by the Courts have jeopardized

privately developed, or acquired, patent rights. For
axamp'Le , in the Mine Safety Appliance Case' the Court
found at least an implied license in the Government in
a patent resulting from research developed at a Contrac
tor's expense, but which research was held suspect
because it had some similarity to a line of research
being conducted by the Contractor with public funds. In.
the AMP Case, the Court raised an estoppel against a
Contractor who acquired a patent from a third party
after duly completing a Government contract, which patent
covered an item developed under the contract. The purpose
of Section 8 is to clarify the extent of rights acquired
by the Government from its contractors and to avoid con
troversies of the type exemplified by these cases. It
will secure to the Contractor patent rights in his private
ly developed property, and pri.vately acquired property.

Section 9
Because "reasonable men may differ", Section 9

provides for resort to the Federal Courts by either the
Contractor or members of the public, to establish reasonable
terms and conditions in a patent license to be granted under
the Act, where the parties are unable to arrive at a
mutually satisfactory license agreement ..

Section 10
The absence of a single Federal policy uniformly admi

nistered on the allocatio~ of rights to inventions made in
the performance of Government contracts has given rise to
many problems and inequities. Thus, where existing policies
are reasonably administered inequities are not encountered;
however, in other instances, well-meaning, but over-zealous
Government procurement personnel frequently have used the
economic leverage of Government contracts to seek to obtain
rights to inventions or pa·tents where in good conscience
the Government would not be entitled to such rights'. This
has discouraged many competent companies from competing for
Government contracts, or has led to protracted and expensive
contract negotiations. Uniform application of the policy
set forth in Section 10 by all Government agencies, should
solve t~he problems and correct possible inequities.
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1 CONTRACTOR R:GI:TS

2 Sec. 4. The Contractor under a Government

3 contract shall retain title to Subject Inventions

4 (including the right to license or assign all or

5 part of its interest therein), subject to the rights

6 granted to the Government and the public herein.

7 Any patent on a Subject Invention shall become

8 unenforceable (or at the option of the Government

9 assigned to the Government) in the event the Con-

10 tractor in fact willfully and with deceptive intent

11 fails to disclose the Subject Invention to the

12 Government prior to the granting of such patent.

13 GOVERUMENT RIGHTS

14 Sec. 5(a). Each Government agency shall acquire

15 on behalf of the United States, at the time of enter-

16 ing into a contract, a nonexclusive, nontranSferable,

17 irrevocable, royalty-free license to practice or have

18 practiced for the Government any Subject Invention

19 throughout the world by or on behalf of the Government

20 of the United Sta-tes (including any Government Agency)

21 and may acquire the additional right to sublicense any

22 state or other domestic local government, or to subli-

23 cense"any foreign government pursuant to any existing

24 or future treaty or agreement, if the agency head deter-

25 mines it would be in the national interest to acquire
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1 and subject to the provisions of, Subsection (c)

2 above, the Government shall have the right to grant

3 a nonexclusive license to responsible persons upon

4 terms that are reasonable under the circumstances.

5 PUBLIC RIGHTS

6 Sec. 6(a). Any person who is financially respon-

7 sible and capable of entering into binding obligations

8 and of suing or being sued in a court of law in the

9 United States shall have the right, subject to the

10 prior consent of the Government, to obtain a license

11 under a United States patent issuing for a Subject

12 Invention to practice the same or have the same prac-

13 ticed fOr such person if:

14 (1) the use of the Subject Invention is

15 required by governmental regulation, or

16 (2) commercial use is an express, principal

17 purpose of the Contract under which the Subject

18 Invention was made, or

19 (3) an express, principal purpose of the

20 Contract under which the Subject Invention was

21 made is for exploration into fields which pri-

22 marily concern the pubLi.c health, public safety,

23 or public welfare, or

24 (4) the Subject Invention is within a field

25 of science or technology where the Government
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(3) includes a field not primarily con

cerned with the public health, public safety

or public welfare which is an express prin

cipal purpose of the Contract.

OTHER RIGHTS

Sec. 7. Should a licensee under a Subject

Invention license granted in accordance with Sec. 5

and 6 hereof be unable to make, use, or sell such

Subject Invention for use in the product or pro

ducts, or in practicing the process or processes

developed for the Government under the Contract by

the Con tractor, wi. thout infringing another p a t.e n t;

or patents of the Contractor, the Contractor may be

required to grant, to the extent it has the right

to do so, a nonexclusive license under such other

patent or patents to said licensee, on reasonable

terms and conditions including a reasonable royalty,

to make, use, and sell such product or products or

practice such proceSs or processes.

OTHER INVENTIONS

Sec. 8. Nothing contained in Sections 5 and 6

of this Act, including the grant of a license to

practice or have pr.acticed a Subject Invention made

under a Contract, shall be deemed to grant, either

expressly or by implication, any license or right to
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APPENDIX "7\"

As used in this Act -

(a) The term "Government Agency" means an

"Executive Agency" as defined by section 105 of

Title 5, United States Code, and the military

departments as defined by section 102 of Title 5,

United States Code.

(b) The term "Agency Head" means the head of

any Government Agency, except that (1) the Secretary

of Defense shall be considered to be head of the

De pa rt.men t of Defense and of each of the mil i tary

departments, and (2) in the case of any independent

estab~ishment, control over which is exercised by

more than one individual, such term means the body

exercising such control.

(c) The term "Contract" means any contract,

grant, agreement, commitment, understanding, or other

arrangement entered into between any Government agency

and any person where and to the extent that the speci

fied purpose of the Contract is the conduct of experi

mental; developmental, or research work. Such term

includes any assignment, substitution of parties, or

subcontract of any tier entered into or executed for

the conduct of experimental, developmental, or research

work in connection with the performance of that

Contract.
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1 the case of a machine or system, and, in each case,

2 under such conditions as to establish that the

3 benefits of the invention are available to the

4 public either on reasonable terms or through

5 reasonable licensing arrangements.

343

6 (i 1 The term' "Person" includes an individual

7 or entity, including a corporation, company, associ-

8 ation, -firm, partnership, joint stock company,

9 foundation, institution, and any domestic, state or

10 municipal government or government agency. The

11 term d08s not include the United States Government

12 or any agency thereof.

13

14
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MR. TORMEY: Yes, sir.

MR. DENNY: Would you apply that equally if the
invention came from a university contractor?

MR. TORMEY: Yes, I think I would.

My reasoning would apply equally there, although
it arises more from the background of a large technology
multi-line coxporation than a university. I would certainly
support that, though.

MR. DENNY: How about the government employee1

MR. TORMEY: That is a litt~e too tricky.

Maybe Lee can answer that one. I have not
dwelt perSonally, mYself, on the roles and missions of
a government employee, sO I wouldn't be able to handle
that question.

Lee?

MR. HUMPHRIE: I believe that is a very compli
cated problem, also, Jim. I feel at least from our stand
point, it is somewhat outside our Concern at this time.

MR. DENNY: Yes, I agree it is pl;'obablY an
unfair question.

You were mentioning earlier concern about giving
up background patent rights.

MR. TORMEY: Yes.

MR. DENNY: There was some discussion yesterday
about the concern might be whether we have a title or a
license policy. If a contractor refuses to license his
background position to the System we are tl;')l'ingto develop,
the result may be that only that single contractor would
be in a position to market whatever comes out.

I am sure you can see this concern on both sides
of the issue.

MR. TORMEY: Indeed, I can.

MR. DENNY: I was wondering two things:
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and if you have had that opportunity, would you comment on
the approach taken there?

MR. HUMPHRIE: AS I recall it, it requires, or
the government would get a license in the background to do
research and development work. But I believe it goes
farther and requires a license to third parties without
any such restriction.

I believe that that is inequitable and goes too
far.

MR. WITT: You state you favor modification of
the existing ERDA nuclear/nonnuclear statutory enactments.

If they were not modified, would you consider
doing less business with ERDA?

MR. TORMEY: I think that we would continue but
would find the evaluation of business opportunities with
ERDA to cause more debate, more anguish, more discussion,
more compromising within the corporation.

I would not come out and flatly say we would
not do more or less business with ERDA as a result of the
existing statutory laws, but I can assure you that it would
be more difficult.

And that is sort of the sum and substance of it.
Why make it more difficult? Why should we push the whole
nation through these problems, when by changing it, it
could go much more rapidly, more smoothly and more enthu
siastically.

MR. BLASEy: Mr. Tormey, when you said that the
title to the inventions should rest with the source of the
invention, you followed that with the statement, "with the
appropriate protection provided to the government."

Then, later when you discussed this, the only
point there that I heard was that the government should
have irrevocable right to inventions for its own use.

Were there other protections you had in mind that
you didn't mention?

"MR. TORMEY: I believe there should be some pro
tection in the Act against a disinterested contractor, a
potentially fraudulent contractor, a contractor who makes
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It is like a horse race. If you have got to put
your money, where should you be putting it?

And I think most everybody will agree that the
contractor is in the best positio~ to see that any use is
made of it. He has the background, he is the eource , he
is the one that is incentivized, he is the one that WOJ;lld
stand to gain.

I think we find that in government licensing,
for example, not too much interest needs to be paid to
royalty or return. As a matter of fact, I think the whole
focus then gets away from anything that looks like a book
keeping operation, but is tUrned rather toward utilization.

It seems for some reason or another then the
whole patent system turns around to one of utilization,
more or less akin to, you might say, in the soviet union
where the inventors complain that the government agencies
are not making use of their inventions. The government
agencies in most cases being the agencies that are pro
ducing or supposed to be producing.

There is no question in my mind but what the
contractor is in a far better position to license or to
make use of those inventions that do have commercial usage.
It is true that there are a small number of overall inven
tions that are useful in the business enterprise aspect.
But, it seems clear to us, and I believe most everybody
will agree that the best likelihood of use being made is
in the contractor.

NOW, there is also the deterrent factor of
taking a license from the government with whatever con
straints have to be inserted as to march-in, as to govern
ment retaining title and reports to the government, getting
the waiver of the license in the first place.

These are additional restraints that must be
considered in determining why the government has some
difficulty in licensing.

MR. RAWICZ: I guess I would add that at least
in my experience with DOD, a lot of times the decision of
the contractor was made by the patent attorney, based on
the novelty of the invention and not based on the corporate
decision that they were interested i~ pursuing that as a
commercial activity.
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My name is Serge Gratch. lam Director of the
Chemical Sciences Laboratory of Ford Motor CompanY. With
me are Mr. John Spielman and Mr. Roger May of our legal
staff. Ford Motor Company welcomes the opportunity to
address this Task Force.

In accordance with the request expressed in
the notice of these hearings, our comments will be
directed to the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and
Development Act of 1974 (which I will hereafter refer
to as the 1974 Act), as well as to mandatory licensing
of background patents and mandatory licensing in general.

In some instances we will find it desirable to
refer to the proposed ERDA patent regulations, even though
we recognize that it is not the purpose of these hearings
to consider the details of those regulations.

Paragraph (b) (1) of Section 3 of.the 1974 Act
specifies that the purpose of the Act is:

" ••• to establish and vigorously conduct
a comprehensive national program of basic and
applied research and development including, but
not limited to, demonstrations of practical
applications of all potentially beneficial
energy sources and utilization technologies."

The Congress recognized that participation by
the private sector is critical to the attainment of this
purpose When it made the finding of Section 2, paragraph
(d) that:

"In undertaking such programs, full
advantage must be taken of the existing tech
nical and managerial expertise in the various
fields within federal agencies and particularly
in the private sector."

It is our understanding that Congress intended
ERDA to build on established technology and to use estab
lished expertise in order to get an urgent job done in
the shortest possible time. Certainly the private sector
has tremendous technological background in the energy
area which it has developed largely at its own expense.
That body of knowledge continues to grow rapidly through
private funding. Much of it might be useful in furthering
ERDA projects.
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capriciously, but differences of opinion have been known to
occur.

Such differences are quite likely if there must
be a determination of what constitutes substantial utili
zation of an invention, especially if timeliness is
involved. No industry will invest substantial amounts in
placing an invention in production if that production is
dependent on a revocable right.

In direct contrast to the statutory title
policy of the 1974 Act is the flexibility permitted in
the patent policy of the Federal Procurement Regulations.
The FPR patent provisions specify that in certain cases
the government shall acquire title or reserve the right
to acquire title and that in certain other cases the con
tractor may retain rights greater than a non-exclusive
license. It is clear that under the FPR invention title
policy the contractor is treated as a party with rights,
including title, which he mayor may not retain and which
the government mayor may not acquire in whole or in part.

In keeping with this title policy, the govern
ment's march-in rights under the FPRs are much more palat
able than those of the 1974 Act.

The FPR march-in rights provision specifies
that where the principal or exclusive rights in an inven
tion remain in the contractor, the government shall have
the right to require the gr~ting of a non-exclusive or
exclusive license on terms reasonable in the circumstances
unless the contractor, his licensee, or his assignee
(1) has taken effective steps within three years after a
patent issues on the invention to bring the invention to
the point of practical application, (2) has made the
invention available for licensing royalty-free, or
(3) can show cause why he should retain principal or
exclusive rights for a further period of time.

Thus, there are three basic differences between
the FPR patent title policy and that of the 1974 Act.
First, the FPRs recognize the contractor as the initial
owner of all patent rights in an invention, while the 1974
Act declares the government to be the owner.

Second, under the FPRs even when the government
marches in on a contractor who has retained title, the
contractor is still left with title in all cases as opposed
to losing it as he may under the 1974 Act.
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Ford Motor CompallY, like many other companies
in the private sector, has a broad technical base with many
areas of expertise. It is not uncommon for an individual
to conceive an invention and constructively reduce it to
practice by filing a patent application instead of actually
reducing it to practice, particularly if the latter act is
merely ministerial in nature compared to the act of concep
tion.

Many ,of these inventions are of value to the
company in various areas of its business. It has been
suggested that our problem could be solved by either
reducing these inventions to practice with our own funds
outside any government contract or by simply not using
the particular invention under the government contract
so that it will not be actually reduced to practice with
government money. Neither of these is a satisfactory
solution from the standpoint either of the government or
the contractor.

We urge amendment of the 1974 Act at least to
the extent necessary to give. some relief in this area of
concern. An amendment exempting this one class of inven
tions from the onerous march-in rights provisions of the
Act would certainly give some of the needed flexibility
to the Administrator and serve as an incentive for indus
try to participate in ERDA programs.

Section 9, paragraph (f), of the 1974 Act
clearly specifies that whenever title to an invention
is vested in the United States, there may be reserved
to the contractor an irrevocable non-exclusive paid-up
license for the practice of the invention throughout the
world.

Section 9, paragraph (h), as part of the march
in rights retained by the government, provides that the
government may require the granting of a non-exclusive,
exclusive, or partially exclusive license.

Paragraph (h) (5) provides that the:

"Administrator shall have the right to
require the granting of a non-exclusive, exclusive
or partially exclusive license to a responsible
applicant or applicants, upon terms reasonable
under the circumstances, (a) to the extent that
the invention is required for public use by govern
mental regulation, or (b) as may be necessary to
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Although we have stated previously that we
recognize that the purpose of these hearings is to discuss
and suggest changes in statutory policy and not to review
the specific language of the proposed regulations, we must
stress our view that the statute must not be limited fur
therby regulatory policy. To do so could destroy what
flexibility there is built into the statute.

An example of the cause for our concern relates
to paragraph (f) of Section 9. In that paragraph, the
Administrator is given the right to grant a contractor
an irrevocable license. It is our interpretation of the
language of that paragraph -- and based on our experiences
during negotiations, ERDA apparently agrees -- that the
Administrator is also given the right to grant a con
tractor the right to grant irrevocable sublicenses.

However, we note that Section 9-9.107-5(f) of
the proposed regulations provides only for an irrevocable,
non-exclusive paid-up license with a right to grant sub
licenses of the same scope to the extent the contractor
was legally obligated to do so at the time the contract
was awarded.

This language is extremely restrictive and
would severely limit the contractor's ability to promote
the invention. It would be unacceptable to a contractor
seeking to promote an invention. It is important for a
contractor to have the opportunity to grant irrevocable
sublicenses of the scope dictated by business considera
tions involved if he is to promote inventions success
fUlly.

Of course, the contractor must have the right
to grant sublicenses that are irrevocable. A sublicensee
would not be willing to make the substantial investments
which may be necessary for production if the license which
it has obtained could be revoked at any time.

To be restricted to the grant of only subli
censes of the same scope is unreasonable. A prospective
sublicensee may want a sublicense of different scope, and
there is no reason he should not have it.

Further, to limit the contractor's right to
grant sublicenses to only those he is obligated to grant
at the time of contracting severely limits his incentive
and ability to promote the invention.
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arts, by securing, for a limited time, to authors and inven
tors the exclusive right to their respective writings and
discoveries."

Mandatory licensing, by depriving the inventor
of this exclusive right to his invention, would remove one
of the incentives to invent and would discourage disclosure
of the inventions in the patent system in favor of trade
secrecy.

In our opinion, mandatory licensing is strong
medicine for a sickness that does not exist. Presumably,
it is being considered because of an irrational fear that
otherwise some significant, crucial invention may not be
promoted.

I know of no case where a truly significant
invention for which there is a market demand has not been
promoted. Economic factors have always assured that each
and every invention that is worthwhile is made available
to the public in the shortest practical time.

Another incentive which would be removed by
mandatory licensing is that of developing new technology
by "inventing around."

Presently, a potential infringer has the incen
tive to carry out independent research and development in
order to avoid the patents of another. The patent system
promotes the progress of technology by such leap-frogging,
as one competitor endeavors to invent around another com
petitor's patent. Mandatory licensing would destroy the
incentive to "invent around," since it would be far easier
and undoubtedly cheaper to merely copy and take a license
than to risk capital in research and development projects
of uncertain outcome.

Such a policy, by encouraging copying, would in
essence accept the status quo. Progress comes from inno
vating, not from imitating.

Finally, mandatory licensing legislation would
seriously weaken the bargaining position of the inventor
in negotiating licenses. No matter how reasonable a nego
tiated license may appear to the patent owner, his judgment
can still be overruled in administrative or jUdicial review.
In such circumstances, the patent owner would enter into
negotiations on an arms-length basis only to find that one
arm is tied behind his back.
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majo~ deterrent to participation in ERDA programs by the
most qualified potential contractors.

All the protection required for the public is
adequately provided by the patent provisions of the Federal
Procurement Regulations. We recommend that provisions
similar to those be adopted.

We look forward to a continuing relationship
with ERDA in solving nati.onal problems. Our views and
recommendations have been made in a spirit of cooperation
looking toward that end. We trust that you will receive
them in that spirit and that your recommendations will
reflect them, at least in part.

Thank you.

I will be glad to answer your questions.

MR. RAWICZ: Thank you. That was a fine state-
ment.

Any questions?

MR. DENNY: Mr. Gratch, you, too, are an excellent
negotiator. As we have discussed, sometimes we are in a
dilemma of two extremes on policy and have concerns of what
might happen, real or unreal.

I would like to comment on two areas or ask you
to comment. First, you spoke quite a bit about the inven
tion that has been conceived but not reduced to practice.
You make a statement here about the possibility of an
invention being completely developed and engineered. That
gets pretty close to the definition of reduced to .practice.
So, assuming we are talking about something less than that,
it can range from a company putting in substantial money
to simply the filing of the patent application.

The Government's contribution to the reduction
of practice can range from the least little bit to maybe
a hundredfold what industry has put into it. For this
reason, to consider across the board the granting of exclu
sive rights in this kind of a situation doesn't seem to me
to be equitable, either.

Do you have any further comments on that?



MR. DENNY: I agree that there are inventions
in which a company may have put in substantial money like
you are talking about which, across the board, it taken by
the government would be inequitable.

I might direct you to our section ot the regu
lations which specitically call tor the application ot an
advance waiver to identity the invention. That was what
we had in mind. Still, on the other hand, I think there
are other situations in which the equities are reversed;
and you are right, we need flexibility.

The other concern I have and dilemma I think
we are in is the revocable or irrevocable nature of the
license. If we provide a company with an irrevocable
license, that company does nothing towards the develop
ment of that invention, and we have another company Who
wants to invest the money, substantial money, into
marketing it, but he is afraid to because now he's got
a competitor sitting back with a license who has done
nothing and is waiting for somebody else to do the work
so he can climb aboard.

That may not happen often. It is a possibility.
How do we handle that?

MR. GRATCH: Well, that is' a possibility. It
is a rare possibility. The situation is actually the
reverse of what I discussed before of removing exclusivity.

What you say is that you would like to give
somebody else exclusivity if the inventor does not take
advantage of it. But, as I said in my statement, I think
that the case in which an inventor who has a valid patent
simply sits on a patent which would be useful is extremely
unlikely.

I think it would be a terrible mistake, it would
be a terrible loss to the country, to discourage development
at large just to protect against an exceptional situation
which is not likely to occur.

It is somewhat analogous to the case of a medi
eval king who might have ordered all his male subjects to
be castrated to be sure that none of them would rape his
queen.

I think it is much 'better to use other means of
protection. And the courts have shown the; ability to use
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not the subject of these hearings, we think it would be
more efficient if we submit those in writing.

DR. FUMICR: Thank you.

MR. RAWICZ: Mr. Kimball.

MR. KIMBALL: Mr. Gratch, you have emphasized
in your statement the necessity to maintain flexibility
in dealing with industry.

Within the statute and within the regulations,
the proposed regulations, there is the waiver procedure
for the Administrator to waive any or all rights in a
given instance and under certain circumstances. The task
forCe has had various differing comments as to the effi
cacy and effectiveness of this waiver procedure in pro
viding or assuring an incentive to the contractors. I
wonder if you l;iO\lld care to add your comments on the
waiver procedure as to whether you think it does offer
an avenue of maintaining this flexibility with which you
are concerned.

MR. GRATCR: The waiver procedure itself is
certainly okay. I will expand on that in a moment. Our
concern is with the march-in rights that are connected
with that procedure.

If the march-in rights were the same as in the
Federal Procurement Regulations, then we would be quite
satisfied with the waiver procedure.

The difficulty with the present waiver proce
dure is that even after you obtain a waiver, you are
subject to the threat of the sort I described, that if
it is revoked, essentially you lose everything that is
usefUl. You are left with a couple of minor privileges
but certainly not very significant.

AS far as the waiver itself, I know others have
commented that the requirements for the waiver are too
strict. We did obtain the waiver that we applied for.
It took some good negotiating. We enjoyed the opportunity
to negotiate with a competent opponent, and we welcomed it.
We feel it is absolutely right that there should be some
tough standards imposed, and in our judgment the standards
for a waiver are not unreasonable.

(Turning to Messrs. Spielman and May) :
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One of the earlier speakers this morning talked
a great deal about. data and what would be transferred to
know-how, or something like that. You focused almost
exclusively on patents.

Would I be wrong in assuming, in the automo
tive industry and for Ford, that patents are a much more
critical concern and know-how is of a less concern, or
where is the balance in this?

MR. GRATCH: No, that isn't correct.

Generally speaking, we would be satisfied with
the same provisions for both. In other words, the Federal
Procurement Regulations as applied to data would be satis
factory. The present regulations are much more onerous
as they apply to data. And mandatory licensing would be
an absolute disaster as applied to data.

Now, let me try to illustrate that. For
instance, we may be working on a government contract on
a device, let's sayan electronic control, which is appli
cable to engines. In the testing of this device it may
be desirable to test it on a novel engine which we have
not yet disclosed to anybody and for which we have not
yet filed patent application. Mandatory licensing of
data would mean that any data that we have on the subject
device, or device .which is the subject of the contract,
would have to be disclosed. It may be impossible to
disclose it without making it known to the world what
we applied it to. So that we may be disclosing a muc~

bigger area than the patents.

The patents have the advantage that they are
clearly defined. Data may have almost infinite, unlimited
infinite is the w;t'ong word -- may have unlimited range. So
that mandatory licensing for data would not just be onerous;
it would be an absolute disaster and would certainly drive
us out of any contract.

MR. WEINHOLD: Thank you.

MR. RAWICZ: Could I go back to the discussion
you had a few minutes ago with Mr. Denny?

The situation proposed is a working model,
perhaps engineer drawings, no reduction to practice,
perhaps no testing or actual building of the invention.
The problem I see is that, while you reference in your
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Again, it goes back to flexibility. Every case
has its own merits. We are concerned by the fact that,
for instance, we are unable to even consider submitting
to ERDA proposals on some of the products that are very
close to our present activity. For instance, it would be
inconceivable for Ford with the present statutory require
ments to go to ERDA for a contract to develop further a
proco engine. We have done that with contracts with the
Army, but we could not under ERDA because our investment
in the engine is such we could not possibly accept the
risk.

Our feeling is that each case has to be treated
on its own merits. We can certainly conceive of some situ
ations, and I think that both in the aerospace and the
atomic energy field those have occurred, in which really
the government had all the know-how, all the facilities,
all the contractor did was do the work. Under those
circumstances, the government should get the rights, since
90 percent of the job is done and there is only a small
additional effort to be done.

MR. RAWICZ: I thank you for your statement and
for coming here.

I have one administrative announcement.
Mr. Clark, call your office.

Then I think we are just about on schedule, but
I will call a five-minute break. We will come back at
11:30.

(Recess. )
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CHAIRMAN JOHNSON:
from Mr. Allen V. Hazeltine,
Patent Law Association.

Our next presentation is
representing the Philadelphia

MR. HAZELTINE: I would like to confine myself
primarily to the matter of mandatory licensing. But to
introduce the matter, I think there is little doubt that
the government should acquire at least licensing rights
and any necessary sub-licensing rights in patents on
inventions first conceived or reduced to practice in its
development contracts.

It is reasonable to obtain, in addition,
licensing rights with respect to those background patents
of a contractor which otherwise would block the government's



activated sludge case which was referred to previously,
I believe, by the gentleman from Ford Motor Company.

In addition, where serious abuses of patent
rights arise, remedies are available under the appropri
ate provisions of U.S. Code Title 15.

We believe these are adequate to take care of
the situation.

That briefly is my comment.

MR. RAWICZ: Questions from anybody on the
panel?

I would like to ask a question.

Mandatory licensing is available in most
foreign countries to some extent or another. And in
some industries, based on consent decrees.

Have you any information on how that impacts
the desire of companies to research around patents, how
it impacts the amount of Rand D performed when a patent
scheme of a particular country or patent scheme of a
particular industry does require compulsory licensing?

MR. HAZELTINE: Are you talking about the
foreign provisions?

MR. RAWICZ: Yes. Many countries have that.

Has that in fact impacted the desire for people
to invent around? Has it impacted the amount of Rand D
they do?

MR. HAZELTINE: I frankly don't feel qualified
to comment on the foreign situation. I feel, however,
insofar as the domestic situation is concerned, that
under appropriate circumstances, why, the court should
exercise its discretion.

But I feel it should be done case by case.

When I say "I," I am speaking of the Philadelphia
Association.

And that there is no real need for a broad
regUlatory provision covering every situation.
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MR. MC CARTNEY: Thank you for introducing my
university, Mr. Chairman.

Actually, I'm here as Chairman of the Subcom
mittee on Patents, Copyrights, and Rights in Data, the
Committee on Governmental Relations, the National Associ
ation of College and University Business Officers.

Good morning. We represent 98 universities on
this committee, most of which have had long-term experi
ence in the transfer of technology to the private sector.

During these hearings you will have heard
testimony from many of these institutions regarding their
experience in the transfer of technology covering diverse
fields. On behalf of these institutions through the
Committee on Governmental Relations, as well as my own
institution, the University of Southern California, I
would like to present our views on your proposed patents,
policies, and procedures under Subpart A, paragraph
9-9.100 et seq.

The introductory paragraph to Subpart A states
that:

" ••• an important incentive in commer
cializing technology is that provided by the
patent system. As set forth in these regula
tions, patent incentives, including ERDA'S
authority to waive the government's patent
rights to the extent provided for by the
statute, will be utilized in appropriate
situations at the time of contracting to
encourage industrial participation ••• "

In reference to the term "to the extent provided
for by the statute," we cite ERDA's authority to waive
government patent rights that is contained in Section 9
of the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development
Act of 1974.

This section provides that:

"{a) Whenever any invention is made
of conceived in the course of or under any
contract of the Administration, other than
Nuclear Energy research, development, and
demonstration pursuant to the Atomic Energy
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Register are the Same requirements that. are intended to
be imposed on for profit companies. Theserequirements
tpat ~iversities not on~y have an approved program for
tecPno~ogy transfer but, as well, twelve other criteria,
are inconsistent, we feel, with the inteotof Congress
to provide special treatment to non-profit educational
institutions. We as universities surely cannot meet or
eVen demonstrate such criteria as set forth in the
Regis.ter.

The proposed advance waiver provision on a
case-by-case basis ignores the fact that university
policies invariably apply across the board and do not
distinguish between fields of technology. This approach
on a case-by-case,contract-by-contract waiver basis is
wasteful of the time of the Administration and the uni
versities in contract negotiations because of the docu
mentation requirements of the proposed regulations.

Recognizing that a university either has or
does not have an effective po~icy, case-by-case waiver
determinations involve continual duplication of work.

As previously quoted, the proposed rules
regarding the Administrator's authority to waive the
government's patent rights in appropriate situations
are not sufficientlY definitive for contracting Officers
to arrive at a standard decision. Some wiU defiotl
narrow~y an appropdate situation; others, broadly.
Such determinations wil~ be critica~ to a university
at the time of contracting since the university's
track record in licensetecPnologywill be a primary
criterion in the deteimination by the Contracting
Officer of whether to include a license or 4eferred
cOntract clause .•

The proposed rules do not recognize and are
inconsistent with the proposals set forth in the July 1975
report, and I'm sure you have heard this referenced in
prior testimony, of the University Patent Policy Ad Hoc
Subcommittee of the Executive Subcommittee of the Commit
tee on Government Patent Policy of the Federal Council
for Science and Technology.

This report recommends that executive agencies
adopt policies and rules, recognizing that the pub~ic

interest will generally be best served by permitting uni
versities with technology.transfer programs meeting. the
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The Subcomm~ttee sPeq~fic~lly reqomme~ded

~doptio~ by a.llgovernlllent ~ge~qies of a po:u,cy per~

mittingqual~fied universities to retain t~tle~~ inve~~

tio~s ~derinstitut~o~~lpatent ~greeme~ts. And ~ quote
that reeomme~d~tio~:

n~t isrecomme~dedthat.thev~rioulil

executive ~genciesbe ~dvised to ~dopt poli~

cies a~d regulations reco~izi~g that the
public interest will ~ormally best be served
by allowingeducatio~al institutio~swith a
teqhnology tra~sfer program meeting the ge~eral

criteria liIet forth below to ret~i~ title to
inventions made in the cours!'l of oru~der ~ny

government grant or contract."

Furthermore, it is our opinion that rules and
procedures should not be issued that require mandatory
licens~~gof energy-related patents. The provisions of
the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Pevelopment
Act of 1974 do not require, we feel, mandatory licensing.

As a matter of fact, we co~sider th~t manda
tory licens~~g is at cross-purposes with the E~ergy

Reorganization Act of 1974 which statesth~t the
objective of ERDA patent pol~cy is to provide an ince~

tive to stimulate commercial industrial development ~~

energy fields as well as to protect the public'S interest.

As we interpret mand~tory licensing, it would
require the patent owner to gra~t a lice~se to any party
desiring one. Mandatory licensing can be interpreted
that a patent owner will be required to forego his
injunctive relief provided by the patent statutes.

If such rules and procedures for mandatory
licensing are promulgated, the incentives of the limited
monopoly gra~ted by a patent would be destroyed.

The patent monopoly provides the owner w~th

ability to license exclusively his invention to a licensee
who is willing to invest time and mo~ey ~ecessary to Com
mercializehis inve~tion. If mandatory lice~sing were
required, the incentive provided to exqlusive .licensees
would be lost and no qommercialorganizatio~would be
then willing to invest its capital f~ds in the commer
cial development of a non-exclusive license to an inven~
tion.
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At the time ofente~ing into that institutional
patent ag~eement with the Pepartment of Health, mducation,
and Welfare, our institution's patent policies are examined
in great detail. Our institutional pOlicy at mY university,
in tos Angeles, is stated in a forthright manner in our
faculty handbook and there is alSo an individual agreement
with each employer of the university, faculty and staff.

Th~s agreement provides that there will be
ownership by the university of inventions that are
developed and reduced to practice by the employer-inventor
during his or her use of facilities and support of the
university. There is a Faculty ~oard constituted in the
university for the purpOSe of determining those facts.
The Board is comprised of eight faculty and one adminis
tration member.

The ~oard does not determine division of royalty
income. That is decided by an ad hoc committee appointed
each time there is an invention disclosure and anticipated
royalties to be divided between the inventors and the uni
versity. Normally, the split is 40-60, SO; it varies
between the extent of university support and facts of
the case.

However, it is the practice of my university
that When a specific agreement is reached at the time by
an ad hoc committee for divis~on of royalty income, that
the~e is a written agreement drawn up, and the university
generally agrees to return a significant portion of its
part of the royalty income to the inventor's Pepartment
for further research.

This has been our e~erience and has developed
great interest on the part of our inventors and reporting
of inventions.

One of the mo~e difficult areas in a university
is obtaining invention disclosures. Reading final reports
does not always indicate Whether there is an invention or
not. By having an affirmative patent policy, faculty
members are willing and do cOoperate with the university
in reporting their inventions.

So far as e~erience at my university, we have
not been in business as long as other large institutions
in the technology transfer. We have been operating under
our current policy for the past four years. ~n these past
four years, we have of course started from initial reporting
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experience with that agency in cooperating with us on
developing our inventions.

There are other agencies we deal with that we
are not enthusiastic about their patent policies. We have
to weigh accepting their unilateral position on the matter
versus the need for funds to continue research in the field
of develoPlllent that we are in.

Or many times, to be very candid with you, if.
we have an invention in the back room Percolating, we will
try to speed it up, befol:'e we submit a pl:'oposal and before
signing a contract we can get the patent application filed.

~. KIMBALL: Thank you.

~. EDEN: How many patents are presently in
your portfolio?

~. MC CARTNEY: I'd say that in our portfolio
now that we have had 154 patents issued.

~. EDEN: Of that numbez , how many are licensed?

~. MC Cll.RTNEY: This is the total experience
of the university.

~. EDEN: How many are licensed?

~. MC Cll.RTNEY: Of the licensed patentlil we have,
or pending licenses?

~. EDEN: Yes.

~. MC CARTNEY: And in negotiation, there are
several 1 I would say we have about 50 licensed.

~. EDEN: Of the 50, how many would be exclusive?

~. MC CARTNEY: I would say all of them, sir.

~. EDEN: All of them?

MR. MC Cll.RTNEY: All of them are exclusive, with
the three-year maximum required by the IPA HEW and a two
year extension.

~. RAWICZ: Any other questions?



:J: am sure you have seen. Also, we endorse the viewli! and
concluli!ionli! which Were aply e~pressed y$li!terday by the .
various university repreli!entatiVf;ltland :py Mr. McCartney
today, with the statements Ill?Ide by Dr • Dicl>.sof thea
University of Tennessee being e~cepted. We would not
endorse his views.

Historically, theWiscons.in Alunmi Research
Foundation has been functioning on behalf of the .Univer
sity of Wisconsin in patent and licensing management
since 1925. Over the course of the years, it has
handled inventions in allllOst all fields of technology.
The success of the efforts can be meaasured in Seaveral
ways, some of which are tangible a!1dsome of which are
intang;1ble. In a numbez' of .situations,though, it can
be reasonablY documented that because of the functioning
of tlle patent system, we .bave been able to trans.fer teCh
nology to the public sector which would otherw;1se have
lain dormant and have been of l;1ttle use to the pUblic.

Theseasituatio!1s include a nllIllber of what can
be termed life-saving .inventiO!1s. Ince!1tives offered by
exclUsive licensing ;1nthese situations supplied, for the
most part, the paramount motivation for development of
the particular inventions to the poil;lt where they could
be transferred into the public sector, 'rhe e~erience

with these eafforts has beean primarilY related to the
medicinal field broadly where theburdel;l of transforming
a material from a laboratory curiosity with promise to
a salable item in the marketplace is currently tremendously
difficult. It should be understood that there is a sub
stantial risk involved when a company undertakes the
development of a university invention. The risk capital
is invested with no ceartainty that the process or product
will, in fact, scale up or be made sufficiently safe,
simplea to operate and reliablea, or be free of undesirable
side effects or be ahead of othear products prepared by
competitors, or, finallY, not be madea obsolete by sub
sequent innovations by othearli! prior to paying back the
rili!k investment.

Other and more recent effortli! to tranli!fer tech
nology to the public sector where the basic information
wali! developed, at least in part with federal agency fundli!,
have likewise required incentive motivation before the
technology could be placed in a form acceptable to li!uch
transfear. Somea of these occurred as a result of opearations
with the University of Wili!consin and others on the bali!ili! of
cali!e-by-cali!e determinatiol;lli!. The :J:nli!titutional Patent
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I submittnis is nighly cha~~cte~istic of the
type of effo~t ~eq~ired to translate an invention f~om

the impe~fect state enco~ntered in most universitylahora
to~ies to the state in which it will find acceptance in
the ma~ketplace and where ease of ope~ation, that is,
making the invention in an idiot-p~oof mode, and ~elia

bility a~e key facto~s.

I think you sho~ld also bear in mind tnat the
p~ima~ obligation at the Unive~sity is to pUblish the
~esults of the investig~tions and that patenting and
invention managing is a seconda~ effect only.

In ou~ e~e~ience with both Institutional
Patent Ag~eements and with case-by-case determinations,
it has become clea~ that the Institutional Patent Ag~ee

ment zoube offe~s the most f;ifficient method of handling
inventions, since decisions can be m~de witnin the terms
and p~ovisions of such an agreement bY a single entitY.
Inventions can be handled much mo~e e~editiously with
a consequent lessening of the pOtential loss of position
resulting from too ea~ly publication o~ f~om delays where
several pa~ties have decision~making ~equi~ements, as in
the case whe~e case-by-case determinations a~e made.

A furthe~ concern along these same lines is
that in the university secto~, invention administration
is normally handled by a relativelY small staff or even
a single individual within, o~ associated with, the uni
ve~sity structu~e. ConSequently, the additional effort
required by case-by-case determinations with its
attendant req~ests and showings in each individual
situation prior to a determination place an .extremely
heavy burden upon the invention-management group, and,
therefore, promote inefficiencies which readily lead to
delays in prompt transfer of the tecnnology.

In relation to a specific question which was
posed in the announcement of the hearings in the Federal
Register, we firmly believe that mandatory licensing is
anathema to the transfer of technology. In the presence
of mandatory licensing provisions, little incentive co~ld

be offered to encourage development of inventions for the
public benefit. Who will, in fact, risk tne capital neces
sary for such development, knowing full well that once the
development has been completed and the next and perhaps
even more costlY stage, namely, market development, has
been at least commenced, his competitor can move into tne
market because of his ability to force a mandatory license.
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I should also po~nt out that an accumulation
of th~s kind of data takes a long t~me because of the
inc~dental natu~e of the patenting ope~at~ons to the.
research function at the univers~ties. I think the best
way to sta~t is on a bit of a historic note. Wllen I first
came to the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation in the
late 1960s, there was no such thing as an Institutional
Patent Agreement. I was. thrown .into the midst of a nego
tiation with the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. When HEW had a "title with waiver" policy, it
was so difficult .to obtain a decision .at that time that
on several occasions the question of patenting became
moot because, since the university published its results,
the statutory bar had run before any action could be taken.

As a matter of fact, on the first decision we
got on a case-by-case determination, the only reason that
HEW issued it was because the GAO provoked its issue. They
did not feel that at that time HEW was living up to its
expectations in the expeditious expenditure of public
funds.

We believe the disenchantment with that pOlicy
by scientific investigators at our University was reflected
in the fact that invention disclosures in the early 1960s
dropped to about 15 to 16 per year, and these were primarily
trivial kinds of inventions. As a matter of fact, at the
time my then boss, who has since retired, suggested.I might
look for another job because the future looked so bleak.
Once agreement on an IPA was reached, however, there has
been an increasing flow of invention disclosures, Out of
the University of Wisconsin, WARF now considers some 60
to 70 per year.

On a case-by-case determination basis from the
late 1960s until Dece~er 1, 1968, when the HEW Institu
tional Patent Agreement became effective, we had applied
for and had received three case-by-case determinations
from HEW. Since December 1, 1968, to date, we have re
ceived 36 disclosures, filed 26 patent applications, and
have 16 patents issued. The number of total inventions
(understand that a number of patents may be included in
an invent~on area) is 17 and the number of licenses is 12,
all of which are on a non-exclusive basis. With NSF, our
experience ~s not the same, since NSF adopted ~ts Institu
tional Patent Agreement in December of 1973. We have
received only six disclosures to date under that Agreement.
However, on the case-by-case basis, we did have some 15
disclosures, nine of which were licensed, seven on a non
exclusive basis and two on an exclusive basis.
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That concludes what you might conside~ a formal
presentation. If you have any questions, I would be pleased
to answer them, if in ~elation to how WARF and the Univer
sity of Wisconsin are associated or to supply you with other
figures relative to our operations.

MR. RAWICZ: Thank you •.

Mr. Penny?

MR. PENNY: Mr. Bremer, you gave us your experi
ence with NSF and with Imw. Have you had any experience
with the requesting of waivers from NASA?

MR. BREMER: We have requested waivers from
NASA on occasion and we have been successful in those also.

I think with NASA, as with the old AEC situa
tion, you are dealing, if you want to use the ve~acular,

with outhouse and inhouse inventions. In other words, if
the inventions are within the scope of the basic AEC pur
pose, title may be retained in AEC. If they are peripheral
to that basic pu~ose, title may be waived. The same situ
ation applies to NASA.

NASA is always looking for civilian fallout to
justify expenditures in its program. And I think that is
legitimate,

MR. DENNY~ I didn't ask for AEC experience.
I assumed I ~ew what that might have been. But I was
looking at NASA, where they do have the case-by-case
approach. They have a qualified institutional agreement,
at least it cuts down some time, each time you come to
ask.

Our regulations, I might mention, do not provide
for that, but will.

The other thing I would like to ask about that
concerns me somewhat: I think I keep hearing from you and
other speakers that when the gove~nt takes title, we
don't get disclosures. And when the gove~ment doesn't
take title, we do get disclosures.

Can you expand on that some?

MR. BREMER: Yes. As a matter of fact, I ~ow

some cur~ent situations where investigators in the energy



In manys~tuat~ons, and particularly where
health-related products are involved, particularly pharma
ceuticals, it is al~stimpossibletolicense on a totally
non-exclusive basls. In talking to some representatives
of pharmaceutical companies, they tell us now that if they
are looking at a new compo~d for potential pharmaceutical
application, they are looklng at the expenditure of ~

minimum of $10 million before from when they begin
screening, and then move the product into the market
place. That is a very substantial investment.

We can take that another step. What we have
done is to design what can basically be termed a non
exclusive license, but which also has provisions which
give it some exclusive characteristics. As I mentioned,
we do impose a development requirement by the licensee.
We have scaled that development requirement to a consider
adem in the royalty to the effect that if the licensee
brings a product ~der development into the marketplace
by a certain time, he gets the benefit ofa lower royalty
than another licensee who either comes alon~ later or does
not expeditiously develop the invention and gets into the
marketplace at a later date. That second licensee into
the market will pay a slightly higher royalty rate. So
we do have an incentive in that program, even though
basically we have a non-exclusive license agreement.

MR. EDEN: With that one caveat, all your
outstanding licenses are non-exclusive?

MR. BREMER: They are basically but with those
kinds of provisions.

MR. EDEN: If I heard the University of Southern
California correctly, all theirs were exclusive.

MR. BREMER~ I think it depends upon the area
of technOlogy you are involved with, what the requirements
are, and who will accept what provisions. It turns out in
each case to be a separate negotiation.

MR. EDEN: That ~iversity, I assume, is about
the same size as yours and has the same technology capa
bilities?

MR. BREMER: We have been fortunate, or perhaps
the design of some of the approaches we have in each situa
tion are good. We will not, for example, public that non
exclusive licenses are available under such-and-such patents
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hardware or th1ngs that could be closely related to the
energy area?

MR. BREMER: In balance nQw, I think it would
be diff1cult for me to pin that down in terms of actua~

dollar values. But s1nce .the University of Wisconsin is
or1ented toward the life sc1ences, the pr1mary funding
does come through the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare and through the National Sc1ence ~oundation.

TO a much lesser extent has it come from the Department
of Defense or some of the other agenc1es, including the
Atomic Energy commission. I just don't know where .thil.t
proportion would lie. We would act)1ally have to get some
figures out of the University to look at that, but it is
relatively minor compared to the HEW support.

That doesn't mean to say that all the HEW money
is in a limited area. It is spread throughout the Univer
sity, and there are many kinds of hardware types of inven
tions that do come out of the expenditure of those funds,
as well as NS~ fundS. So there is overlap in all f1elds
of technology. As you know, discip11nes at the )1niversity
are myriad.

MR. WEINHOLD: Thank you.

MR. RAWICZ: The only two agencies so far that
have adopted Institutional Patent Agreements are those
that seem to have basic research as their major mission.
NSF and HEW, I believe, even restrict their Institutional
Patent Agreements only to grants.

When you enter into an agreement, is it for
development versus research that they don't apply Institu
tional Patent Agreements?

MR. BREMER: It is my understanding HEW is
changing its policy to include contracts. I should point
out, too, with the NSF, that their mandate over the past
several years has been toward the applied area, not the
basic research area. So there is much greater emphas1s
in that area, let's say, in the past five years than there
ever was before.

MR. RAwICZ: One of the problems I can foresee
in the energy area is that a lot of universities seem to
be working in development close to the commercialization
en.d of it, at least in this stage of development. In the
solar field, they are building houses. It is more of a
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impact on our continued funding of demonstrations which we
normally think of as one-quarter commercial size.

So in other words, when we look at our mission
which goes on a broader spectrum than NSF and apparently
even HEW, and goes to an agency that has a mission of
getting the technology utilized, would that impact on
what we ought to do with universities?

MR. BREMER: I think what you are really drawing
is pretty much an analogy with the thrust of the HEW pro
posal. HEW supports basic research to a greater extent
than, let's say, applied. But what they are also looking
for is private funding, once that basic research has been
accomplished, or is near its end, to translate that basic
research into practical applications. That dual expendi
ture of funds is the thing that really carries the bail
all the way.

If the agency itself wants to do it and carry
it to the prototype stage, I think there probably is no
other alternative, unless it wants to use the university
as a licensing agent, but to license the technology itself.

Let's say you have carried development to that
stage. I think in that situation, what you also have to
consider is that the commercial company, if it is going
to spend its own money, is not going to scrap what it has
to put in a new installation unless that installation is
much more efficient. We have run into that situation many
times. The company says it is interested, that it is a
very good invention, but that it doesn't have the capital
monieS and is not going to scrap what it has because the
improvement is only marginal. The question of what is
marginal in one case and in another is indeterminative.

So I think you have a parallel situation with
HEW. With the safeguards built into the IPAs via the
march-in rights, the public is always protected. The
reports that are furnished the Agencies on a yearly
basis detail the activities we engage in. On our own
volition we have also put into these reports the nature
of the expenditures we are making, just in the patent end
of the business, to help promote these inventions and
transfer them to the public sector, which I should say
is not insubstantial.

MR. RAWICZ: All right, we thank you, Mr. Bremer,
for your statement.
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A~~~~OON S~SSIOM

(2:00 p.m.)

MR. DENNY: Gentlemen, can we reconvene?

Notwithstanding perhaps an inherent conflict of
interest, I have been asked to continue the chairing of the
hearing.
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OUr first speaker this afternoon is Julius Tabin,
the attorney representing the General Atomic Company.

We are glad to have you.

MR. TABIN: Gentleman, yesterday and this morning
we have all been listening to various views on the ERDA
patent Policy. These views come from different segments of
the public, from universities, from small businesses as well
as large corporations.

Each of these groups expressed different view
points. I think that these are not necessarily divergent,
but each represents certain interests, and I'm sure from
what I have heard and from the regulations that an attempt
is being made to take into consideration all of these view
points.

Personally, I certainly agree with much of what
has been said. I think that the universities have certain
interests. I think the policy relative to universities need
not necessarily be the same as that for large corporations,
for example. I understand this is being taken into account.

There was a remark by Mr, Denny that certain
simplified procedures might be applicable to that segment.
I think that the interests of small business, which has to
be protected to a certain ell:tent to foster the purpose of
our patent system, is also quite important.

I think not only is it the type of organization
or individual that comas before ERDA that is important, but
also the type of contract, purpose of the contract involved
Which may be important in dealing with specific problems.
As has been reiterated earlier, some flexibility is neces
sary in the program policy.

At the moment I'm appearing at the hearing on
behalf of General Atomic Company. This is a company which,
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tn~ £~~1 tn ~ ~~tsti~9 ~~aqtq~ oV~~ an ~~tQnd~d p~~iod of
tim~ in o~4~~ ~o dQt~~~~it~ stabilitr and ~s~fuln~ss.

~ co~~ctionwitn tn~ const~uotion of ~ nuclea~

~~acto~, the time from sale to commissioning of a la~ge

adVanQ~4 pow~~ ~~actq~ ia in tne qr4er of se.ven t.o ten years.
'l'nis. long l,~ad ttm~is of conside~able importance in that the
reS\lhtory requirements and tne GCOI1olllics Of a system may
cnange ~adically d\l~ing this time pe~iod.

~otne~ proqlem whicn co~fronts nuclear companies
is the difficulty in ma~~eting large n\lclea~ ~eactors in
ind\lstrial co~t:des. For nat~cmalreasons, all 1a,~ge
in4\lstrial countries fe$l that it is important to be involved
in the .n\lclear fie14an4 in th~ development and construction
of large n\lCll,ear p.ower rea¢to~s.

~CC:(l~4ingly, Am~riClan inci\lstq has found. that to
exploit its t~cnnolOqy ab~Oa4, it m\lst eithe~ license its
t~chnology o~t~e minority positions in fo~eign-baSeP. and
foreign-cont~oUed COmpanies.

~ile we h~ve peen partiqularlyloOking at ERDA's
patent pOlicy to see W;hether it considers. the needs of a
cOmpany sucnas <?!1ne;ral Atomic,.we are also mindful of the
fact thatthe;rea~emany smalle~ companie.s involved eithe~" . c/_, ,", - ..' _.' ,"'," .-., .. .. .. ,'. ... .... .. ..

as contn.cto~s or aSSubcont~acto~siI}helping .in thetallk
of developing new ways of narness,ing our ene~gy sou~ces, in
applying nucle<i~ en~~gy fOr t4~ bettument of hUlth,or
in p;r(lviding new; and i~~oved p~ocesses an4 p;roducts.

.. " "..' .. .. -, .. - ......

ObviOUsly, to accol1\lllOdate tne va;riou$ needs and equities of
<ill cq~ani~s' ~equires some flexibility in the adopted patent
policy.

While ~eneral Atomic is also involved in
pe~iphe~al a~e<is' of the nl,lclea;r in4ust;ry and does put in
p~oposals an.;lt~es. cOntracts t;romtbegovernment in various
otner <i~eas, andtnat. situation is not unlike a smalle~

company o~ an individual, it~ inVOlvement in tnese peri
phe~al a~e<iS is ~elativelY miner.

The~efo~e we have n(lt directe4tne main thrust of
th<it discusslon ~otha~ area. opviQusty to accommodate the
various n~~ds and equltias of ll.l:L tne cOlilpanl~s ~equh:es ~ollle

flexipilityin the adopt~d patent policy.

~n the notice with respect to this hea~ing, the
public was ll.s~e4 to comment on what pa~ent policy ERD~ snou14


